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C H A P T E R  S I X

School Desegregation

In the spring of 1951, black students at segregated Moton High School in
Prince Edward County, Virginia, commenced a strike against overcrowding
and other unequal conditions in their school. This sort of youthful black mil-
itancy, though it was not uncommon in the postwar South, was a stunning
departure from white expectations of black subservience in rural Southside,
Virginia. Black teachers and parents implicitly supported the students’
activism by not attempting to stifle it. NAACP leaders in Virginia initially
tried to discourage the protest because Prince Edward County seemed like
such an inhospitable environment in which to challenge Jim Crow educa-
tion. When the students would not be dissuaded, however, the association’s
lawyers agreed to sponsor a lawsuit, but only on the condition that the stu-
dents and their parents directly attack segregation, which had not been their
initial intention. This lawsuit became one of the five consolidated cases that
became known to history as Brown v. Board of Education.1

When cases that challenged the constitutionality of racial segregation in
public schools reached the Supreme Court in 1951–1952, the social and polit-
ical context had changed dramatically since 1927, when the justices had last
(obliquely) considered the question. Several million blacks had migrated
from southern farms to northern cities in search of greater economic oppor-
tunities and relative racial tolerance. One largely unintended consequence
of this migration was black political empowerment, as blacks relocated from
a region of pervasive disfranchisement to one of relatively unrestricted ballot
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access. Moreover, blacks in large northern cities frequently held the balance
of power between the two major political parties.2

Demographic shifts, industrialization, and the dislocative impact of
World War II had produced an urban black middle class with the education,
disposable income, and lofty expectations conducive to involvement in
social protest. Economic gains enabled blacks to challenge the racial status
quo by freeing them from white control and by creating a powerful lever—
the economic boycott—for extracting racial reforms. Economic progress also
encouraged blacks to contest traditional racial practices by dramatizing the
disparity between their economic and social status. Southern urbanization
empowered blacks politically, because cities generally had looser restrictions
on black suffrage. Urban blacks also found it easier to coordinate social
protest, because of less-oppressive urban racial mores and the relative ease of
overcoming collective-action problems in cities, given better transportation
and communication facilities.

Ideological forces had also helped to transform American racial atti-
tudes and practices. The war against fascism impelled many Americans to
reconsider their racial preconceptions to clarify the differences between
Nazi Germany and the Jim Crow South. The ensuing Cold War pressured
Americans to reform their racial practices in order to convince nonwhite
Third World nations that they should not equate democratic capitalism with
white supremacy. Finally, developments in transportation and communica-
tion—television, interstate highways, the expansion of air travel—bound the
nation into a more cohesive unit. The homogenization of the United States
hindered the white South from maintaining deviant social practices such as
Jim Crow.

Potent as these background forces for racial change were, by the early
1950s, they had yet to produce any dramatic changes in southern racial prac-
tices. Black voter registration in the South had increased from roughly 3
percent in 1940 to about 20 percent in 1952, but 80 percent of southern
blacks remained voteless, and many Deep South counties with black
majorities still disfranchised blacks entirely. Many southern cities had insti-
tuted less-offensive racial seating practices on buses, but none had desegre-
gated them. Many other cities had desegregated their police forces and
minor league baseball teams, and disparities in the public funding of black
and white schools were rapidly diminishing. In large cities in the border
states—Baltimore, Kansas City, St. Louis, Louisville, Wilmington—segre-
gation in public accommodations was beginning to erode, and Catholic
parochial schools were starting to integrate. Yet racial segregation in public
grade schools remained completely intact in the southern and border states
and in the District of Columbia. Segregation of public grade schools lay
near the top of the white supremacist hierarchy of racial preferences. For
the Court to invalidate it was certain to generate far greater controversy and
resistance than had striking down the white primary or segregation in inter-
state transportation.
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Five cases that challenged the constitutionality of segregation in public
schools reached the Court in 1951–1952. The justices were unenthusiastic
about confronting so quickly the issue that they had deliberately evaded in the
1950 university segregation cases, and the NAACP had not planned to force it
this soon. The five cases were also quite unrepresentative of the southern
school segregation issue. Three were from jurisdictions—Kansas, Delaware,
and the District of Columbia—where whites were not deeply committed to
segregation, and judicial invalidation would probably not cause great disrup-
tion. The other two cases, however, came from Clarendon County, South
Carolina, and Prince Edward County, Virginia, where blacks were 70 percent
and 45 percent of the populations, respectively. Broad forces for racial change
had barely touched these counties, where judicial invalidation of school seg-
regation might well jeopardize public education. The NAACP’s executive
secretary, Roy Wilkins, later confided that Clarendon County “would be the
last place I’d pick” to integrate. Yet, ironically, the NAACP’s 1950 decision to
no longer accept equalization cases had pushed blacks in these counties to
convert their grievances against inferior schools and lack of bus transportation
into broad desegregation challenges. The association was not willing to aban-
don courageous blacks who were willing to challenge Jim Crow under
oppressive conditions, but it did pressure them to attack segregation directly,
which they would probably not have otherwise done. Some civil rights leaders
questioned the wisdom of pushing a desegregation suit on the Court at this
time, worrying that the strategy might backfire and produce a disastrous
defeat. Why run the risk, they wondered, if narrower challenges to racial
inequality were virtually certain to succeed? Even Thurgood Marshall had
doubts as to whether the justices were prepared yet to invalidate school segre-
gation. As we shall see, such concerns were well founded.3

BROWN V. BOARD OF EDUCATION :
LAW OR POLITICS?

On May 17, 1954, the decision in Brown v. Board of Education unanimously
invalidated racial segregation in public schools. The Court’s opinion empha-
sized the importance of public education in modern life and refused to be
bound by the views of the drafters of the Fourteenth Amendment or by those
of late nineteenth-century justices, most of whom had held more benign
views of segregation. Segregated public schools were “inherently unequal”
and thus violated the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment. Because a practice that the Court had just invalidated in the states
could not possibly be permitted in the capital of the free world, the justices
ruled in the companion case of Bolling v. Sharpe that the Due Process
Clause of the Fifth Amendment imposed identical restrictions on the Dis-
trict of Columbia.4
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Brown’s unanimity can be misleading. Some scholars have concluded
that the justices easily invalidated school segregation and that a contrary rul-
ing in Brown was “scarcely imaginable” by 1954. This view is mistaken; the
justices were deeply conflicted. When the School Segregation Cases were
first argued in the fall of 1952, the outcome was uncertain. Before analyzing
why many of the justices found Brown difficult, let us reconstruct the inter-
nal deliberations as the Court first considered the constitutionality of segre-
gation in public schools.5

Fred M. Vinson began the discussion, as the chief justice traditionally
does. Vinson was from Kentucky, a border state with southern leanings and a
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f igure 6 . 1
The justices who deliberated on Brown v. Board of Education
in the 1952 term. Standing (left to right): Tom C. Clark, Robert
H. Jackson, Harold H. Burton, and Sherman Minton. Seated
(left to right): Felix Frankfurter, Hugo L. Black, Chief Justice
Fred M. Vinson, Stanley F. Reed, and William O. Douglas.
(Photograph by Fabian Bacrach, Collection of the Supreme
Court of the United States)
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long tradition of segregated education. There is a “[b]ody of law [in] back of
us on separate but equal,” Vinson announced, and “Congress has not
declared there should be no segregation.” It is “[h]ard to get away from [the]
long continued interpretation of Congress ever since the Amendments.”
Public schools in the District of Columbia “have long been segregated.” Vin-
son was making two points in these introductory remarks. First, a long line of
precedents upheld segregation as constitutional. Second, the same Congress
that wrote the Fourteenth Amendment and was responsible for its enforce-
ment had segregated schools in the District of Columbia for nearly one hun-
dred years, which implied that it considered segregation to be constitutional.
Vinson continued: “Harlan in his dissent in Plessy does not refer to schools.”
That the lone justice who had condemned railroad segregation in 1896 had
implied that school segregation was acceptable was “significant.” Vinson
found it hard to “get away from that construction by those who wrote the
amendments and those who followed.” He also worried that the “complete
abolition of public schools in some areas” was a “serious” possibility if the
Court invalidated segregation. Though others “said we should not consider
this,” Vinson believed that “we can’t close our eyes to [the] problem.” He
also thought it “would be better” if Congress acted. To maintain confiden-
tiality and preserve fluidity, the justices decided not to take even a tentative
vote at conference. Yet several of them kept informal tallies, and all but one
of those recorded that Vinson would probably vote to reaffirm Plessy.6

As the senior associate justice, Hugo Black spoke next. He was the only
justice from the Deep South—Alabama—and had briefly belonged to the
Ku Klux Klan in the mid-1920s. Black predicted “violence if [the] court holds
segregation unlawful,” and he warned that “states would probably take eva-
sive measures while purporting to obey.” He thought that South Carolina
“might abolish [its] public school system.” Black worried that if the justices
invalidated school segregation, district courts “would then be in the firing
line for enforcement through injunctions and contempt.” He did not believe
in “law by injunction,” perhaps because injunctions had undermined labor
union organizing earlier in the century, and Black was a strong union sup-
porter. Yet Black was certain that the intention of segregation laws was “to dis-
criminate because of color,” whereas the “basic purpose” of the Fourteenth
Amendment was the “protection of the negro against discrimination.” He
was inclined to hold that “segregation per se is bad unless the long line of
decisions bars that construction of the amendment.” Black “would vote . . . to
end segregation,” but he expressed doubt about his colleagues: “If equal and
separate prevails, [I would] give weight to findings in each state.”

Stanley F. Reed, like Vinson, was from Kentucky. Of all the justices, he
was the most supportive of segregation, in terms of both policy and constitu-
tionality. Reed took a “different view” from Black, declaring that “state legis-
latures have informed views on this matter.” “Negroes have not thoroughly
assimilated,” and states “are authorized to make up their minds.” “[A] reason-
able body of opinion in the various states [was] for segregation,” which was
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“for [the] benefit of both [races].” After noting the “constant progress in this
field and in the advancement of the interests of the negroes,” Reed con-
cluded that “states should be left to work out the problem for themselves.”
Because the Constitution’s meaning was “not fixed,” Reed asked, when are
“the changes to be made?” He answered: When the “body of people think
[segregation is] unconstitutional.” He could not “say [that] time [has] come,”
when seventeen states still segregated schools. Reed predicted that “[s]egre-
gation in the border states will disappear in 15 or 20 years.” But in the Deep
South, “separate but equal schools must be allowed.” He thought that “10
years would make [the schools] really equal” in Virginia, and he urged his
colleagues “to allow time for equalizing.” Until then, he “would uphold sep-
arate and equal.” Reed’s statement was unambiguous: Plessy was good law
and should be reaffirmed.

Felix Frankfurter was an Austrian Jew, who immigrated to the United
States as a child. He taught law at Harvard for a quarter century before Roo-
sevelt appointed him to the Court in 1939. Frankfurter and Black had feuded
before over the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment—specifically,
whether it “incorporated” the Bill of Rights and made those guarantees
applicable to the states, rather than simply to Congress, as intended at the
founding. Reminiscent of that dispute, Frankfurter now wondered how
Black could “know the purpose of the 14th amendment.” Frankfurter had
“read all of its history and he can’t say it meant to abolish segregation.” He
also wanted “to know why what has gone before is wrong.” He was reluctant
to admit that “this court has long misread the Constitution.” Moreover, he
“can’t say it’s unconstitutional to treat a negro differently than a white.” Yet
Frankfurter also discussed the remedy that the Court might impose if it inval-
idated segregation: “These are equity suits. They involve imagination in
shaping decrees. [I] would ask counsel on reargument to address themselves
to problems of enforcement.” Frankfurter appears not to have made up his
mind, conceding that he “can’t finish on [the] merits and would reargue all
[the cases].”

Frankfurter had no similar doubts regarding the District of Columbia
case, which he thought “raise[d] very different questions.” To permit school
segregation in the nation’s capital was “intolerable,” and Frankfurter was pre-
pared “to vote today that [it] violates [the] due process clause.” Paradoxically,
Frankfurter was quicker to bar segregation where the legal argument against
it was weaker. The Fourteenth Amendment binds states, not Congress, and
the many slave owners who endorsed the Fifth Amendment, which does
constrain Congress, presumably would not have condemned segregation in
public schools, had such schools existed when the amendment was ratified
in 1791. What Frankfurter found compelling was the moral, not the legal,
argument against segregation in the nation’s capital. In the end, he favored
“put[ting] all the cases down for reargument,” which he insisted was not
“delaying tactics” but a “further maturing process.” Even the D.C. case
should be reargued to allow the Eisenhower administration time to fulfill the
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president’s campaign promise to end racial segregation in areas under fed-
eral control through administrative action, which Frankfurter thought would
produce “enormous . . . social gains” over judicial intervention.

William O. Douglas grew up in the state of Washington, where few
black people lived. Then he traveled east to attend law school at Columbia
University, after which he became a law professor, first at Columbia and then
at Yale. In 1936, Roosevelt appointed him to the Securities and Exchange
Commission, a position that afforded few opportunities to ponder racial
issues. As a justice, Douglas often had little trouble resolving legal problems
that vexed his colleagues, and segregation was no exception. “Segregation is
an easy problem,” Douglas stated, and the answer was “very simple.” He
explained:

No classifications on the basis of race can be made. [The] 14th [A]mend-
ment prohibits racial classifications. So does [the] due process clause of
the 5th [Amendment]. A negro can’t be put by the state in one room
because he’s black and another put in the other room because he’s
white. The answer is simple though the application of it may present
great difficulties.

Nobody could have doubted where Douglas stood on Brown.
Robert H. Jackson was raised in upstate New York, another region with

few blacks and no school segregation. Jackson admitted that his upbringing
afforded him “little personal experience or firsthand knowledge by which to
test many of the arguments advanced in these cases.” He was “not conscious
of the [race] problem” until he moved to Washington, D.C., in the 1930s to
join the Roosevelt administration. Jackson’s conference statement began
bluntly:

[There is] [n]othing in the text that says this is unconstitutional. [There
is] nothing in the opinions of the courts that says it’s unconstitutional.
Nothing in the history of the 14th amendment [says it’s unconstitutional].
On [the] basis of precedent [I] would have to say segregation is ok.

Jackson ridiculed the NAACP’s brief as “sociology,” not law. He noted that
New York law mandated school segregation in the 1860s, when the Four-
teenth Amendment was passed, and still did so in the 1890s, when Plessy was
decided. Jackson thought that “it will be bad for the negros to be put into
white schools” and doubted whether one can “cure this [race] situation by
putting children [of different races] together.” He would not “say it is uncon-
stitutional to practice segregation tomorrow.” Yet he predicted that “segrega-
tion is nearing an end. We should perhaps give them time to get rid of it and
[I] would go along on that basis. There are equitable remedies that can be
shaped to the needs.” What Jackson meant by these final words is unclear,
but he apparently could imagine joining a decision that invalidated segrega-
tion or that threatened to do so unless certain conditions were met. Jackson
also wanted to invite the judiciary committees of the House and Senate to
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participate in the reargument, because “if stirred up . . . [,] they might abol-
ish [segregation].” Still, the thrust of his remarks suggests that Jackson was
dubious as to the legal basis for invalidating segregation.7

Harold H. Burton was the sole Republican justice in 1952, though he
had been appointed by Democrat Harry Truman. Burton had been a senator
from Ohio and, before that, the mayor of Cleveland, which is located in the
Western Reserve, a region long known for its racial egalitarianism. Burton
spoke briefly and to the point at conference: “Sipuel [and Sweatt] crossed the
threshold of these cases. Education is more than buildings and faculties. It’s
a habit of mind.” Burton continued: “With [the] 14th amendment, states do
not have the choice. Segregation violates equal protection. [The] total effect
is that separate education is not sufficient for today’s problems. [It is] not rea-
sonable to educate separately for a joint life.” Though Burton “would give
plenty of time in this decree,” he plainly favored invalidating segregation in
public education.

Tom C. Clark was from Texas, a peripheral South state. Few blacks lived
in West Texas, where the commitment of whites to preserving segregation
was relatively thin. East Texas, however, resembled the Deep South; many
counties had majority or near-majority black populations, and most whites
were deeply invested in Jim Crow. Clark declared that the “result must be
the same in all the cases”—a statement that probably evinced the typical sen-
sitivity of southern whites to perceived antisouthern prejudice. He meant
that if the Court invalidated segregation in South Carolina and Virginia, it
must do so as well in Delaware and Kansas. Clark observed that “the problem
[in Texas] is as acute as anywhere. Texas also has the Mexican problem. [A]
Mexican boy of 15 is in a class with a negro girl of 12. Some negro girls get in
trouble” (read: pregnant). After this brief digression into Texas social history,
Clark got to the point:

If we can delay action it will help. [The] opinion should give lower
courts the right to withhold relief in light of troubles. [I] would go along
with that. Otherwise [I] would say we had led the states on to think seg-
regation is OK and we should let them work it out.

Clark’s statement is ambiguous. His willingness to “go along” with an opin-
ion affording lower courts discretion to withhold relief indicates a possible
vote against segregation. Yet his concern that the Court “had led the states on
to think segregation is OK” and thus perhaps should “let them work it out”
suggests an opposite vote. Clark, like Frankfurter and Jackson, was probably
undecided.

Sherman Minton was from Indiana, a northern state with predomi-
nantly southern racial views. He and Truman had been cronies in the Sen-
ate—apparently an important criterion for Truman’s Court appointments.
Like Burton, Minton was brief and to the point at the conference: “[A] body
of law has laid down [the] separate but equal doctrine. That however has
been whittled away in these cases [referring to Sweatt and McLaurin]. Clas-
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sification on the basis of race does not add up. It’s invidious and can’t be
maintained.” With regard to the District of Columbia case, Minton also
observed: “Congress has authorized segregation but it’s not legal. Our
decree will cause trouble but the race carries trouble with it. The negro is
oppressed and has been in bondage for years after slavery was abolished.
Segregation is per se illegal.” Minton left no doubt that he was voting to end
school segregation.

This is approximately what the nine justices said as they first collectively
considered the School Segregation Cases. Figuring out how these state-
ments would have translated into votes requires speculation, as the justices
decided, contrary to their usual practice, not to vote after speaking. In the
absence of a formal tally, commentators have disagreed as to how the justices
would have voted in December 1952. My view is that four of them—Black,
Douglas, Burton, and Minton—thought that school segregation was plainly
unconstitutional. But Court majorities require five, and no other justice was
equally certain. Two of them—Vinson and Reed—probably leaned toward
reaffirming Plessy. The other three—Frankfurter, Jackson, and Clark—were
apparently ambivalent.

Before trying to explain how a 4–3–2 split became a 9–0 ruling against
segregation, let us look more closely at each justice and speculate as to why
he held the views that he did. Black’s ready condemnation of segregation was
perhaps the most surprising position taken by any of the justices. In 1952, he
was the only member of the Court from the Deep South, and he had been a
Klan member. Black appreciated better than his colleagues could how
intensely resistant white southerners would be to judicial invalidation of
school segregation. The consequences of that resistance would also be more
personal for Black, whose immediate family members living in Alabama
would feel the repercussions of his vote.

One cannot know for sure why Black concluded that school segregation
was unconstitutional. He often claimed to be a textual literalist, but a consti-
tutional injunction to states not to deny “equal protection of the laws” does
not plainly forbid separate-but-equal schools. Nor does the legislative history
of the Fourteenth Amendment clearly do so. Thus, the legal sources to
which Black usually claimed allegiance seem to have better supported an
opposite result in Brown. Accordingly, if he is to be taken at his word about
his method of constitutional interpretation, Black’s personal views about seg-
regation, not his legal interpretation, must explain his vote. But why did
Black personally condemn segregation at a time when few white Alabamans
his age did so? Maybe Black was just idiosyncratic; he certainly had a contrar-
ian personality. Another possibility is that Black was so chastened upon his
appointment in 1937 by public criticism of his former Klan membership that
he dedicated his judicial career to rebutting it. Soon after joining the Court,
Black hired a Catholic secretary and a Jewish law clerk, apparently to dispel
suspicions of religious prejudice flowing from his Klan affiliation. Not long
thereafter, he wrote the landmark opinion in Chambers v. Florida, which
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reversed a black man’s conviction because of a coerced confession and cele-
brated the Court’s role as savior of oppressed minorities. Perhaps Black was
like John Marshall Harlan, the former Kentucky slave owner who seems to
have partially dedicated his judicial career to gainsaying Radical Republican
criticism of his appointment by resisting the Court’s post-Reconstruction
retreat from racial equality.8

Douglas’s vote may be the easiest to explain. He was less committed
than the other justices to maintaining a distinction between the law and the
judge’s values, which is why Douglas frequently found to be easy issues that
troubled his colleagues. For him, the immorality of segregation was the
beginning and the end of the legal inquiry. If segregation was wrong, then it
was unconstitutional. Douglas had revealed no special racial sensitivity in his
pre-Court years, but he was a quintessential northern liberal. Before World
War II, such people were generally more interested in economic issues than
racial ones. By the late 1940s, however, racial egalitarianism had become a
defining characteristic of theirs. By 1952, the immorality of segregation was
no longer debatable for someone of Douglas’s political ilk.9

The antisegregation votes of Burton and Minton are harder to explain.
Neither was as liberal as Douglas. Their personal histories regarding race are
thin. The little surviving evidence suggests that they shared neither Reed’s
support for segregation nor Frankfurter’s passion for racial equality. On civil
liberties issues generally, they were the most conservative justices, nearly
always siding with the government and celebrating judicial restraint.10

Why would Burton and Minton, generally averse to civil liberties
claims, have been so receptive to the civil rights claim in Brown? Perhaps the
answer lies in a consideration that was emphasized in the briefs, the oral
arguments, and the newspaper reactions but was never mentioned at confer-
ence: the Cold War imperative for racial change. Burton and Minton were
fierce judicial Cold Warriors. Their enthusiasm for judicial restraint was
most evident in cases challenging government loyalty and security programs,
where they almost never found a constitutional violation. In Brown, the Cold
War imperative put them in the unusual position of siding with individual-
rights claimants and the federal government against state legislatures. The
Justice Department’s brief invoked the Cold War imperative as a principal
justification for invalidating school segregation: “Racial discrimination fur-
nishes grist for the Communist propaganda mills.” Reed’s law clerk recalled
that his justice observed that he was hearing much on this subject and it was
causing him to think, though he believed that it should be irrelevant. After
Brown, supporters of the decision boasted that U.S. leadership of the free
world “now rests on a firmer basis” and that U.S. democracy had been “vin-
dicat[ed] . . . in the eyes of the world.” Perhaps Burton and Minton, ever
heedful of national security, concluded that barring segregation was service
to that cause.11

Frankfurter and Jackson may have been the justices who were most
conflicted over Brown, which posed for them a clash between law and poli-
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tics. Both justices abhorred segregation, but both were committed to main-
taining the distinction between the law and the personal values of judges.
Traditional legal sources to which they looked for guidance—text, original
intent, precedent, and custom—pointed more toward reaffirming than
overruling Plessy. Thus, as Jackson conceded, invalidating segregation
could be defended only in “political” terms. Brown required these justices
to choose between their aversion to segregation and their aversion to politi-
cal decision making by judges. We shall further explore that conflict in a
moment.

Two justices, Vinson and Reed, were leaning toward reaffirming Plessy.
Both came from Kentucky, which legally mandated school segregation, and
Reed endorsed segregation as social policy. In 1947, he refused to attend a
Court party because black messengers were invited, and in 1952, he was
appalled that “a nigra” might sit down beside his wife at a restaurant after the
Court had interpreted an old civil rights statute to require the desegregation
of public accommodations in the District of Columbia. Less is known about
Vinson’s racial views, though he was probably more ambivalent about segre-
gation than northern justices, such as Burton and Minton, were. Thus,
although these Kentuckians were equally committed Cold Warriors, their
support for (or lesser aversion to) segregation may explain why they were less
influenced by the Cold War imperative. They were also less committed in
general to protecting individual rights than were Black or Douglas. School
segregation was not a vexing constitutional problem for Vinson or Reed
because their general inclination was to defer to legislatures; traditional legal
sources supported segregation; and the policy was congenial, or at least not
adverse, to their personal preferences. With law and politics aligned, Vinson
and Reed could readily reaffirm Plessy.12

In December 1952, only four justices were clearly prepared to invalidate
school segregation. Two were inclined to sustain it, and three appeared
undecided. The justices’ informal head counts confirm that deep divisions
existed. In a memorandum to the files that he dictated the day Brown was
decided, Douglas observed:

In the original conference, there were only four who voted that segrega-
tion in the public schools was unconstitutional. Those four were Black,
Burton, Minton and myself. Vinson was of the opinion that the Plessy
case was right and that segregation was constitutional. Reed followed
the view of Vinson, and Clark was inclined that way.

Frankfurter and Jackson, according to Douglas, “viewed the problem with
great alarm and thought that the Court should not decide the question if it
was possible to avoid it,” though both believed that “segregation in the pub-
lic schools was probably constitutional.” Frankfurter distinguished between
school segregation in the District of Columbia, which he thought violated
the Due Process Clause, and in the states, where he thought that “history was
against the claim of unconstitutionality.” In Douglas’s estimation, in 1952,
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“the vote would [have been] five to four in favor of the constitutionality of
segregation in the public schools in the States with Frankfurter indicating he
would join the four of us when it came to the District of Columbia case.”
Douglas’s dislike of Frankfurter may have colored his perception of his col-
league’s likely vote, but his interpretation is consistent with the conference
notes.13

Other justices who were counting heads reached roughly similar con-
clusions. In a letter written to Reed just days after Brown was decided, Frank-
furter noted that he had “no doubt” that a vote taken in December 1952
would have invalidated segregation by five to four. The dissenters would
have been Vinson, Reed, Jackson, and Clark, but not himself, and the major-
ity would have written “several opinions.” On another occasion, Frankfurter
bragged that he had filibustered the decision in 1952–1953 “for fear that the
case would be decided the other way under Vinson.” After the initial confer-
ence, Reed reported to his law clerk that Vinson would probably join him in
dissent, as would at least one other justice (Jackson or Clark). Burton and
Jackson counted between two and four dissenters if the decision were ren-
dered in 1952–1953. These roughly similar head counts confirm that the jus-
tices were deeply divided. Possibly, a bare majority existed to reaffirm
Plessy.14

Worried about the “catastrophic” impact of a divided decision, Frank-
furter suggested having the cases reargued on the pretense that the justices
required further briefing on issues such as the original understanding of the
Fourteenth Amendment and the remedial options that would be available
should they invalidate segregation. The justices were far less interested in the
answers to these questions than in securing additional time to resolve their
differences. Five of them—Black, Frankfurter, Jackson, Burton, and
Minton—voted for reargument, and on June 8, 1953, the cases were resched-
uled for the next term.15

The principal difficulty with this interpretation, which emphasizes deep
divisions and the possibility that no majority yet existed for overruling Plessy,
is that the Court unanimously invalidated school segregation in the next
term. If the justices were so conflicted in December 1952, how could they
have achieved unanimity in May 1954? Perhaps my account treats the confer-
ence notes too literally. One commentator suggests, by contrast, that the jus-
tices were simply “talking through their concerns about what they knew they
were going to do.” Frankfurter and Jackson, on this view, were desperately
seeking an acceptable path “to the decision that they wanted to reach.” The
justices’ own head counts are dismissed as “seriously overstated.” This inter-
pretation, to its credit, more easily explains the unanimity of Brown. Its prin-
cipal deficiencies are its strained reading of the conference notes and its dis-
missal of the justices’ own head counts.16

Brown’s unanimity does not disprove that deep divisions initially existed
among the justices. Once a majority had agreed to invalidate segregation,
potential dissenters faced strong pressures to conform. Yet, in December
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1952, that majority had not yet materialized; only four justices had firmly
indicated their willingness to overturn Plessy. Then, in September 1953, Vin-
son died suddenly. Frankfurter recorded his death as “the first indication I
have ever had that there is a God.” Eisenhower replaced Vinson with Earl
Warren, the governor of California, to whom he had felt politically indebted
since the 1952 Republican convention. Eisenhower did not appoint Warren
to influence the outcome of Brown. Apparently, he briefly considered
appointing instead John W. Davis, the lawyer who had defended segregation
for South Carolina in the Supreme Court.17

Brown was reargued in December 1953. Warren opened the conference
following the argument by proposing another informal discussion without a
vote. On the merits, he declared that the “separate but equal doctrine rests
on [the] basic premise that the Negro race is inferior. That is [the] only way
to sustain Plessy.” Yet the “argument of Negro counsel proves they are not
inferior.” He continued: “[W]e can’t set one group apart from the rest of us
and say they are not entitled to [the] same treatment as all others. [The] 13th,
14th and 15th Amendments were intended to make equal those who once
were slaves.” Acknowledging that this view “causes trouble perhaps,” Warren
could not “see how segregation can be justified in this day and age.” Recog-
nizing that the “time element is important in the deep south,” Warren con-
cluded, “we must act but we should do it in a tolerant way.” Anyone counting
heads—and all of the justices were—would have immediately recognized
that the outcome in Brown was no longer in doubt. Warren, together with
the four who had already indicated their support for overruling Plessy, made
a majority. Many scholars have recognized Warren’s role in securing una-
nimity in Brown, but few have identified the possibility that he may also have
been instrumental to the outcome.18

With the result settled, two factors pushed toward unanimity. First, the
justices appreciated that white southerners would receive Brown belliger-
ently and perhaps violently. Resisters would be sure to exploit any hint of
internal Court dissension. Justices who disagreed with the outcome thus felt
pressure to suppress their convictions for the good of the institution. Warren
and others persuaded Reed not to dissent, even though he remained con-
vinced that Brown was wrong. Years earlier, Frankfurter had observed, “Reed
was a soldier and glad to do anything that the interest of the Court might
require.” Three days after Brown, Frankfurter wrote to Reed to praise him for
resolving the “hard struggle . . . involved in the conscience of your mind” in
a manner that was conducive to the nation’s “great good.” Jackson left his
hospital bed, where he was recovering from a heart attack, to be on the
bench when Brown was announced, thus illustrating the importance that the
justices attached to demonstrating their unanimity.19

A second factor may also have fostered unanimity. Let us recall that the
more ambivalent justices, such as Frankfurter and Jackson, experienced
Brown as a conflict between law and politics. They loathed segregation but
doubted whether it was unconstitutional. After December 1953, they were
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irrelevant to the outcome, whereas a year earlier they had controlled it. Per-
haps they could have endured a disjunction between their personal predilec-
tions and their constitutional views if it affected the outcome, but not for the
sake of a dissent. If a majority was committed to invalidating segregation,
they would acquiesce and suppress their legal doubts.

Though speculative, this interpretation draws support from the internal
history of Terry v. Adams (1953), which was discussed in chapter 4. The issue
there was whether the exclusion of blacks by the Jaybird Democratic Associ-
ation qualified as “state action” under the Fourteenth or Fifteenth Amend-
ments. The justices in Terry initially voted 5–4 to reject the constitutional
challenge. Even after Frankfurter immediately switched sides, a closely
divided decision seemed imminent. Vinson, Reed, Minton, and Jackson
planned to dissent, and Jackson drafted an opinion that criticized the major-
ity for sacrificing “sound principle[s] of interpretation.” Yet when Terry came
down, only Minton dissented. Apparently the other three prospective dis-
senters, once deprived of control over the outcome, were unwilling to subor-
dinate their political preferences to their legal principles. Similar considera-
tions may explain the unanimity in Brown.20

Brown was hard for justices who approached legal decision making as
Frankfurter and Jackson did, because for them it posed a conflict between
law and politics. The sources of constitutional interpretation that they usu-
ally invoked—text, original understanding, precedent, and custom—
seemed to indicate that school segregation was permissible. The dearth of
support in conventional legal sources for the position taken by the NAACP
partially explains its reliance on controversial social science evidence, which
led Jackson to contemptuously observe, “Marshall’s brief starts and ends with
sociology.” By contrast, the personal values of these justices condemned seg-
regation as “Hitler’s creed.” Their quandary was how to reconcile their legal
and moral views.21

Frankfurter’s self-identity as a judge required that he separate his per-
sonal views from the law. He preached that judges must decide cases on “the
compulsions of governing legal principles,” not “the idiosyncrasies of a
merely personal judgment.” In a memorandum he wrote with regard to the
first flag-salute case, Frankfurter noted, “No duty of judges is more important
nor more difficult to discharge than that of guarding against reading their
personal and debatable opinions into the case.” In another case, he declined
to invalidate a death sentence, despite his personal opposition to capital pun-
ishment, because of “the disciplined thinking of a lifetime regarding the duty
of this Court.” Frankfurter scorned a former colleague, Frank Murphy—
“Dear God,” he called him—for his commitment to doing the right thing
regardless of the law. Frankfurter was so averse to judges reading their per-
sonal values into the Constitution that he once favored treating the Due
Process Clause “as raising ‘political questions’ . . . unfitted for the adjudica-
tory process,” because its language was so “vague” and “open to subjective
interpretation.”22
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Frankfurter undoubtedly abhorred racial segregation. More than that of
any other justice, his personal behavior evinced egalitarian commitments. In
the 1930s, he had served on the NAACP’s National Legal Committee, and in
1948, he had hired the Court’s first black law clerk, William Coleman. Yet in
a memorandum he wrote while Brown was pending, Frankfurter insisted that
his personal views on segregation were of limited relevance to the constitu-
tional question:

However passionately any of us may hold egalitarian views, however
fiercely any of us may believe that such a policy of segregation as
undoubtedly expresses the tenacious conviction of Southern States is
both unjust and shortsighted[, h]e travels outside his judicial authority if
for this private reason alone he declares unconstitutional the policy of
segregation.

The Court could invalidate segregation, Frankfurter believed, only if it were
legally as well as morally objectionable.23

Yet Frankfurter had difficulty finding a legal argument for striking down
segregation that convinced him. His law clerk, Alexander Bickel, spent a
summer reading the legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment, and
he reported to Frankfurter that “it is impossible to conclude that the 39th
Congress intended that segregation be abolished; impossible also to con-
clude that they foresaw it might be, under the language they were adopting.”
Frankfurter was no doctrinaire originalist; he believed that the meaning of
constitutional concepts changes over time. But this did not mean that judges
were free to simply write their own moral views into the Constitution. In the
early 1950s, twenty-one states and the District of Columbia still had manda-
tory or optional school segregation. Thus, Frankfurter could hardly maintain
that “evolving standards of social decency” condemned segregation. Prece-
dent strongly supported it. Of forty-four challenges to school segregation
adjudicated by state appellate courts and lower federal courts between 1865
and 1935, not a single one had succeeded. Frankfurter ordinarily celebrated
stare decisis, calling it “the most influential factor in giving a society coher-
ence and continuity.” He had recently reiterated that, although stare decisis
had less force in constitutional law than elsewhere, he still “pause[d] long
before overruling a prior line of constitutional adjudication.” At conference,
Frankfurter conceded that, based on legislative history and precedent,
“Plessy is right.”24

Brown presented a similar dilemma for Jackson. He too found segrega-
tion anathema. In a 1950 letter, Jackson, who had left the Court for a year in
1945–1946 to prosecute Nazis at Nuremberg, wrote to a law professor friend:
“You and I have seen the terrible consequences of racial hatred in Germany.
We can have no sympathy with racial conceits which underlie segregation
policies.” Yet, like Frankfurter, Jackson thought that judges were obliged to
separate their personal views from the law, and he disfavored the frequent
overruling of precedents.25
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Jackson revealed his internal struggles in a draft concurring opinion
which began: “Decision of these cases would be simple if our personal opin-
ion that school segregation is morally, economically or politically indefensi-
ble made it legally so.” But Jackson believed that judges must subordinate
their personal preferences to the law, so this consideration was irrelevant.
When he turned to the question of whether “existing law condemn[s] segre-
gation,” he had difficulty answering in the affirmative:

Layman as well as lawyer must query how it is that the Constitution this
morning forbids what for three-quarters of a century it has tolerated or
approved. He must further speculate as to how [we can justify] this
reversal of its meaning by the branch of the Government supposed not
to make new law but only to declare existing law and which has exactly
the same constitutional materials that so far as the states are concerned
have existed since 1868 and in the case of the District of Columbia since
1791. Can we honestly say that the states which have maintained segre-
gated schools have not, until today, been justified in understanding their
practice to be constitutional?26

Jackson’s constitutional analysis began with the text. As the Due Process
Clause of the Fifth Amendment had been interpreted to permit (indeed, to
protect) slavery, how could the identical provision in the Fourteenth Amend-
ment be sensibly construed to bar segregation? Jackson concluded, “[T]here
is no explicit prohibition of segregated schools and it can only be supplied by
interpretation.” Regarding the legislative history of the Fourteenth Amend-
ment, Jackson observed that among the amendment’s supporters

may be found a few who hoped that it would bring about complete
social equality and early assimilation of the liberated Negro into an
amalgamated population. But I am unable to find any indication that
their support was decision, and certainly their view had no support from
the great Emancipator himself.

He summed up the legislative history: “It is hard to find an indication that
any influential body of the movement that carried the Civil War Amend-
ments had reached the point of thinking about either segregation or educa-
tion of the Negro as a current problem, and harder still to find that the
amendments were designed to be a solution.”27

Turning from words to deeds, Jackson could “find nothing to show that
the Congress which submitted these Amendments understood or intended
to prohibit the practice here in question.” The same Congress that passed the
Fourteenth Amendment and every Congress since had supported school seg-
regation in the District of Columbia. In the late 1860s, Congress had
required southern states to ratify the Fourteenth Amendment as a condition
of regaining their congressional representation, but it had never intimated
that school segregation violated that condition of readmission. Jackson
thought that the behavior of states ratifying the amendment was “equally
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impossible to reconcile with any understanding that the Amendment would
prohibit segregation in schools.” Eleven northern and border states ratifying
the amendment had segregated schools, as did all of the reconstructed south-
ern states. As to precedent, northern state courts, as well as a Supreme Court
dominated by northerners, had concluded that the Fourteenth Amendment
did not prohibit segregation: “Almost a century of decisional law rendered by
judges, many of whom risked their lives for the cause that produced these
Amendments, is almost unanimous in the view that the Amendment toler-
ated segregation by state action.” Having canvassed the legal sources that he
considered most relevant to constitutional interpretation—text, original
intent, and precedent—Jackson concluded:

Convenient as it would be to reach an opposite conclusion, I simply
cannot find in the conventional material of constitutional interpretation
any justification for saying that in maintaining segregated schools any
state or the District of Columbia can be judicially decreed, up to the
date of this decision, to have violated the Fourteenth Amendment.28

Jackson’s draft opinion candidly admitted his difficulty in legally justify-
ing a judicial ban on school segregation—a bit too candidly, in the estimation
of his law clerk, E. Barrett Prettyman. Prettyman’s memorandum responding
to Jackson’s draft noted that the nation must believe that Brown was “honestly
arrived at, confidently espoused, and basically sound.” If the country could
“be made to feel . . . that it is a decision based upon law,” then segregation
“should die in relatively short order, no matter how many legal skirmishes
ensue. On the other hand, if the country feels that a bunch of liberals in
Washington has finally foisted off their social views on the public, it will not
only tolerate but aid circumvention of the decision.” Prettyman thought that
Jackson’s opinion should begin not with doubts and fears, but with a clear
statement of his legal position. Yet Jackson’s rationale for invalidating segre-
gation occupied just two pages near the end of a twenty-three-page opinion,
and it read as if it were “almost an afterthought.” Prettyman advised that Jack-
son not “write as if you were ashamed to reach [this result].” He nicely cap-
tured Jackson’s dilemma: The justice was, in a sense, “ashamed” of the result
he reached. Jackson admitted to his colleagues his difficulty in “mak[ing] a
judicial basis for a congenial political conclusion.” Unable to “justify the abo-
lition of segregation as a judicial act,” he agreed to “go along with it” as “a
political decision.” Frankfurter did, too, but he was less candid about what he
was doing.29

Jackson hesitated to invalidate segregation for another reason as well.
He had become skeptical of judicial supremacy, not only because he thought
it was inconsistent with democracy, but also because he feared that courts
were bad at it. Jackson worried that unenforceable judicial decrees bred pub-
lic cynicism about courts. In a posthumously published book, he wrote:
“When the Court has gone too far, it has provoked reactions which have set
back the cause it was designed to advance, and has sometimes called down
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upon itself severe rebuke.” In 1954, Jackson wondered if the Court was up to
the task of transforming southern race relations. His draft opinion asked why
separate but equal has “remained a dead letter as to its equality aspect?” His
answer was that the doctrine had been “declared and supported heartily only
by the judicial department which has no power to enforce its own decrees.”
Blacks had to sue to enforce equality. But “[t]his was costly, it was time con-
suming and it was impossible for a disadvantaged people to accomplish on
any broad scale.” A judicial ban on segregation would be even harder to
implement. Litigants would quickly discover “that devices of delay are
numerous and often successful,” especially as enforcement would require
coercing “not merely individuals but the public itself.” Because a ruling
against one school district would not bind any other, every instance of recal-
citrance would necessitate separate litigation. Individual blacks would bear
this burden, as the Justice Department was unlikely to sue, and even if it
wished to, Congress would probably not appropriate the necessary funds.
Jackson preferred legislative action to judicial, not from “a mere desire to
pass responsibility to others,” but because it went “to the effectiveness of the
remedy and to the use to be made of the judicial process over the next gener-
ation.” As we shall see, Jackson’s colleagues shared his concern that issuing
unenforceable orders would damage the Court.30

Other justices shared Jackson’s anxiety about invalidating a practice that
was apparently sanctioned by traditional sources of constitutional interpreta-
tion. Clark conceded that he “always [had] thought that the 14th amendment
covered the matter and outlawed segregation. But the history shows differ-
ent.” Vinson, like Jackson, observed that the same congressmen who passed
the Fourteenth Amendment approved segregation in the District of Colum-
bia’s schools. Several justices worried about overruling an unbroken line of
precedent that dated back to the 1860s. Clark thought that the Court had
“led the states on to think segregation is OK,” and even Black confessed that
perhaps “the long line of decisions bars [the antisegregation] construction of
the amendment.”31

It is not surprising that the nine justices who were sitting in 1952—even
those who drew the law/politics line differently than Frankfurter and Jackson
did or who were less committed to maintaining any such distinction—would
be uneasy about invalidating segregation. All of them were appointed by
Presidents Roosevelt and Truman on the assumption that they supported, as
Jackson put it, “the doctrine on which the Roosevelt fight against the old
court was based—in part, that it had expanded the Fourteenth Amendment
to take an unjustified judicial control over social and economic affairs.” Or,
as Black stated, Roosevelt had appointed him because “I was against using
due process to force the views of judges on the country.” For most of their
professional lives, these men had criticized untethered judicial activism as
undemocratic—the invalidation of the popular will by unelected officehold-
ers who were inscribing their social and economic biases on the Constitu-
tion. This is how all nine of them understood the Lochner era, when the
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Court had invalidated minimum wage, maximum hour, and protective labor
legislation on a thin constitutional basis. The question in Brown, as Jackson’s
law clerk William H. Rehnquist noted, was whether invalidating school seg-
regation would eliminate any distinction between this Court and the
Lochner-era one, except for “the kinds of litigants it favors and the kinds of
special claims it protects.”32

Thus, several justices wondered if the Court was the right institution to
forbid segregation. Several expressed views similar to Vinson’s: If segregation
was to be condemned, “it would be better if [Congress] would act.” Even
Black confessed that “[a]t first blush I would have said that it was up to Con-
gress.” In 1950, Jackson had observed that he “would support the constitu-
tionality of almost any Congressional Act that prohibited segregation in edu-
cation.” Now he cautioned:

However desirable it may be to abolish educational segregation, we can-
not, with a proper sense of responsibility, ignore the question whether
the use of judicial office to initiate law reforms that cannot get enough
national public support to put them through Congress, is our own con-
stitutional function. Certainly, policy decisions by the least democratic
and the least representative of our branches of government are hard to
justify.

“[I]f we have to decide the question,” Jackson lamented, “then representative
government has failed.”33

In the end, even the most conflicted justices voted to invalidate segrega-
tion. How were they able to overcome their ambivalence? All judicial deci-
sion making involves elements of law and politics. Legal factors—text, origi-
nal understanding, precedent, and custom—range along an axis from
determinacy to indeterminacy. Political considerations—the judges’ per-
sonal values, social mores, and external political pressure—array along a
continuum from indifference to intense preference. When the law is clear,
judges will generally follow it, unless they have very strong preferences to the
contrary. When the law is relatively indeterminate, judges have no choice
but to consult their own values and broader social mores. In Brown, the
law—as understood by Frankfurter and Jackson—was reasonably clear: Seg-
regation was constitutional. For justices to reject a result this clearly indi-
cated by the legal sources suggests that they had very strong personal prefer-
ences to the contrary. Had they been more ambivalent about the morality of
segregation, they might have followed the legal sources.

Why were these justices so repulsed by segregation at a time when
national opinion was divided roughly down the middle? One possibility is
fortuity: Integrationists just happened to dominate the Court in 1954. Had
there been five Stanley Reeds, Plessy would probably have been reaffirmed.
A more satisfying explanation emphasizes the systematic differences that
exist between the justices and ordinary Americans. Two prominent ones are
level of education and economic status. Justices are very well educated, hav-
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ing attended both college and law school—and often the most elite ones.
(Jackson was a rare exception, having become a lawyer without attending law
school.) They are also relatively wealthy. On many policy issues that become
constitutional disputes, opinion correlates heavily with socioeconomic sta-
tus, with elites tending to hold more liberal views on certain social issues,
though not on economic ones. Early in the twenty-first century, such social
issues include gay rights, abortion, and school prayer. In 1954, racial segrega-
tion was such an issue: 73 percent of college graduates approved of Brown,
but only 45 percent of high school dropouts did so. Racial attitudes and prac-
tices were changing dramatically in postwar America. As members of the
cultural elite, the justices were among the first to be influenced.34

As they deliberated over Brown, the justices expressed astonishment at
the extent of the recent changes in racial attitudes and practices. Jackson
treated such changes as constitutional justification for eliminating segrega-
tion. In his draft opinion, he wrote that segregation “has outlived whatever
justification it may have had.” Jackson noted, “Certainly in the 1860’s and
probably throughout the Nineteenth Century the Negro population as a
whole was a different people than today. Lately freed from bondage, they had
little opportunity as yet to show their capacity for education or even self-
support and management.” However, he continued, “Negro progress under
segregation has been spectacular and, tested by the pace of history, his rise is
one of the swiftest and most dramatic advances in the annals of man.” This
advance “has enabled him to outgrow the system and to overcome the pre-
sumptions on which it was based.” Black progress had been sufficient for
Jackson to conclude that race “no longer affords a reasonable basis for a clas-
sification for educational purposes.”35

Other justices made similar observations. Frankfurter noted “the great
changes in the relations between white and colored people since the first
World War,” and he remarked that “the pace of progress has surprised even
those most eager in its promotion.” Burton recorded the encouraging trend
toward desegregation in restaurants and the armed forces, and Minton
detected “a different world today.” Southern justices were no less cognizant
of change, though they were more inclined to treat it as a justification for
staying their hand. Clark noted “much progress” in voting and education.
Even Reed recorded the “constant progress in this field [public schooling]
and in the advancement of the interests of the negros,” and he observed that
“segregation is gradually disappearing.”36

The attitudes of the justices’ law clerks may be the strongest evidence of
this culturally elite bias favoring desegregation. With polls revealing a
nation split down the middle, the clerks almost unanimously favored judi-
cial invalidation of segregation, notwithstanding any difficulties in the legal
justification for such a result. Of the fifteen to twenty young men clerking
during the 1952 term, only Rehnquist seems to have favored reaffirming
Plessy. Even those clerking for southern justices, some of whom had grown
up with segregation, favored overturning it. Reed reported that he stopped
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discussing the issue with his clerks because they were so adamant that Plessy
be overruled. By the 1950s, most highly educated, relatively privileged
young adults—even those from the South—apparently had difficulty sym-
pathizing with segregation.37

The justices did not possess the antisegregation youth bias of their
clerks, but they did share the socioeconomic bias. Could Reed, who thought
that segregation was constitutionally permissible and morally defensible,
have been persuaded to join Brown had his culturally elite status not dimin-
ished the intensity of his segregationist sentiment? Even he had conceded
that “of course” there was no “inferior race,” though perhaps blacks had been
“handicapped by lack of opportunity.” It speaks volumes that an upper-crust
Kentuckian who had spent much of his adult life in the nation’s capital
would have said such a thing. Most white southerners—less well educated,
less affluent, and less exposed to the nation’s cultural elite—would have
demurred.38

The culturally elite biases of the justices increased the likelihood that
they would invalidate segregation before national opinion had turned
against it. Yet the potential gap between the attitudes of the justices and those
of the public is limited; the justices are part of the larger culture and inhabit
the same historical moment. As little as ten years before Brown, racial atti-
tudes in the nation had probably not changed enough for even a culturally
elite institution such as the Court to condemn segregation. The NAACP was
wise not to push school desegregation challenges before 1950, as the justices
would probably have rejected them. Frankfurter later noted that he would
have voted to sustain school segregation in the 1940s, because “public opin-
ion had not then crystallized against it.”39

By the early 1950s, powerful political, economic, social, and ideological
forces for progressive racial change had made judicial invalidation of segre-
gation conceivable. Slightly more than half of the nation supported Brown
from the day it was decided. Thus, Brown is not an example of the Court’s
resistance to majoritarian sentiment, but rather of its conversion of an
emerging national consensus into a constitutional command. By 1954, the
long-term trend against Jim Crow was clear. Justices observed that segrega-
tion was “gradually disappearing” and that it was “marked for early extinc-
tion.” They understood that Brown was working with, not against, the current
of history.40

Given the long-term trends in race relations and the Court’s traditional
constitutional role, perhaps it was inevitable that the justices would eventu-
ally invalidate school segregation. Jackson predicted, “Whatever we might
say today, within a generation [segregation] will be outlawed by decision of
this Court because of the forces of mortality and replacement, which operate
upon it.” If Reed was right that segregation would disappear in the border
states within fifteen or twenty years even without judicial intervention, then
the propensity of constitutional law to suppress isolated practices might have
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ensured an eventual ruling against segregation. A subsequent generation of
justices, who probably would have found segregation even more abhorrent
than their predecessors had, would have been sorely tempted to apply an
ascendant national norm against segregation to shrinking numbers of hold-
out states.41

But Brown was not inevitable in 1954, when seventeen states and the
District of Columbia still segregated their schools and four more states per-
mitted local communities to adopt segregation at their discretion (“local
option”). Brown did not simply bring into line a few renegade states. Reed,
who conceded that the Constitution’s meaning was “not fixed,” thought that
the Court could invalidate an established practice only when the “body of
people” had deemed it unconstitutional, which could not plausibly be said
about school segregation in 1954. Lower courts were not blazing new trails on
this issue, as they often do before the high court’s momentous constitutional
rulings. Prior to Brown, only a single California federal judge had repudiated
the voluminous body of precedent that sanctioned separate but equal. As we
have seen, significant legal hurdles confronted those justices who were per-
sonally inclined to invalidate segregation. The Court might easily have writ-
ten an opinion that echoed John W. Davis’s oral argument: “[S]omewhere,
sometime, to every principle comes a moment of repose when it has been so
often announced, so confidently relied upon, so long continued, that it
passes the limits of judicial discretion and disturbance.”42

Moreover, the probable consequences of invalidating segregation
weighed heavily on the justices. The Court had never done anything like this
before. Frankfurter observed that although individuals had brought these
cases, the justices were effectively being asked “to transform state-wide
school systems in nearly a score of States.” He cautioned that a “declaration
of unconstitutionality is not a wand by which these transformations can be
accomplished.” Jackson similarly noted that individual lawsuits were “a weak
reed to rely on in initiating a change in the social system of a large part of the
United States.” Several justices worried that issuing unenforceable orders
might “bring the court into contempt and the judicial process into discredit.”
Invalidating segregation would probably also produce violence and school
closures. Vinson cautioned, “We can’t close our eyes to [the] problem in var-
ious parts of [the] country. . . . When you force the complete abolition of
public schools in some areas then it is most serious.”43

In the early 1950s, several southern states were undertaking crash equal-
ization programs that promised rapid redress of educational inequalities in
black schools. Some justices were tempted to see if southern statesmen, such
as their friend and former colleague Jimmy Byrnes, who had recently been
elected governor of South Carolina, could deliver on such promises. Vinson
observed that in Clarendon County, South Carolina, “you have equal facili-
ties. [But it] took some time to make them equal.” Reed pleaded with his col-
leagues to stay their hand, as “10 years would make [black schools] really
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equal.” Many southern white moderates likewise urged the Court to give
equalization a chance, while warning that invalidating school segregation
would jeopardize racial progress in the South.44

The justices were not oblivious to these arguments against invalidating
segregation. In December 1952, there was no secure majority yet for overrul-
ing Plessy. Brown was not inevitable in 1954. Roy Wilkins of the NAACP was
wise to prepare two different press releases as he awaited the ruling. The asso-
ciation could not be certain that it would win its case.45

BROWN II

The Court invalidated school segregation on May 17, 1954, but it ordered no
immediate remedy and deferred reargument on that issue until the following
term. Jackson’s death in October, followed by delays over the confirmation of
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f igure 6 .2
Left to right: George E. C. Hayes, Thurgood Marshall, and
James Nabrit, Jr., outside the Supreme Court on May 17, 1954,
after their victory in Brown v. Board of Education.
(Bettmann/CORBIS)
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his replacement, John M. Harlan (the grandson and namesake of the Plessy
dissenter), postponed the reargument until April 1955.46

The justices confronted several issues with regard to the remedy in
Brown. First, as to timing, should they order immediate desegregation or
allow a gradual transition? Relatedly, should they impose a deadline for
beginning and/or completing desegregation? Second, how detailed should
the remedial decree be? The Court could dictate specifics about the desegre-
gation process, remand to district courts to formulate decrees, or appoint a
special master to take evidence and propose orders. Third, the Court could
treat the lawsuits as class actions or limit relief to the named plaintiffs.

The justices chose vagueness and gradualism. They remanded the cases
to district courts to issue decrees in accordance with “local conditions” while
keeping in mind the “flexibility” of traditional “equitable principles.” They
required a “prompt and reasonable start toward full compliance,” with addi-
tional time allowed if “consistent with good faith compliance at the earliest
practicable date.” District courts were to order the admission of “parties to
these cases” to public schools on a nondiscriminatory basis “with all deliber-
ate speed.”47

The NAACP had pressed for immediate desegregation, with a comple-
tion deadline of the fall of 1956, which it called “generous in the extreme.”
Immediatists warned that gradualism would encourage resistance and that
“the best way to integrate is to do it.” The one law clerk who favored immedi-
ate relief emphasized “the extreme injustice of condemning half a genera-
tion of Negro school children to a segregated system,” and he warned that
delay “would greatly weaken the court’s moral position.” Yet the justices
never seriously considered ordering immediate integration. Although War-
ren and Black stated at the outset of the Brown II conference that they had no
“definite opinion” or “fixed views,” in fact all of the justices had already
decided in favor of gradualism and flexibility. Several considerations
inclined them in this direction.48

Several justices noted that unanimity was “vital” and that it must be
achieved if “humanly possible.” In addition to the reasons that impelled una-
nimity in Brown I, the justices now had to provide clear guidance to district
judges. The consensus behind unanimity ensured that the remedy would be
flexible and gradualist. Vagueness cloaked differences of opinion. More
important, several justices had insisted on gradualism as their price for voting
to invalidate segregation in Brown I. The federal government had suggested
this compromise between immediate desegregation and reaffirmation of
Plessy, and it apparently worked. Jackson said that he would invalidate segre-
gation but “won’t be a party to immediate unconstitutionality,” and Clark
said that he would “go along” if the opinion “g[a]ve lower courts the right to
withhold relief in light of troubles.” Thus, an informal deal had enabled the
Court to be unanimous in Brown I. The more ambivalent justices supported
the result in exchange for a gradualist remedy. Yet even the less conflicted
justices—Black, Douglas, and Burton—agreed to “give plenty of time” and
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to “put off enforcement awhile.” Immediate desegregation was never in the
cards if these justices did not favor it.49

Another factor in favor of gradualism was the perceived importance of
avoiding unenforceable orders. Justice Black declared that “nothing could
injure the court more than to issue orders that cannot be enforced,” while
Minton urged that the Court not “reveal its own weakness” with a “futile”
decree. The unlikelihood that Congress would legislate in support of school
desegregation heightened the justices’ concern about issuing futile orders.
President Eisenhower and the Justice Department were publicly backing
gradualism. The more specific and immediate the relief ordered, the greater
the chances of defiance. Vague commands are notoriously difficult to defy,
because their meaning is so elusive.50

Were the justices valuing the Court’s prestige—its dignity interest in
avoiding the issuance of futile orders—over the plaintiffs’ constitutional
rights? Generally, once judges declare rights to exist, they immediately
enforce them. The Court had previously followed this principle in other civil
rights cases, such as Sweatt v. Painter. Departing from it troubled Vinson in
Brown I, but he distinguished desegregation of grade schools from that of
universities on the ground that the “problem [was] more serious when you
have large numbers.” Even those who found the legal argument for immedi-
ate enforcement “compelling” conceded that it was not “very practical, espe-
cially in the South Carolina and Virginia cases.” Invoking precedents from
the law of nuisance and antitrust, as well as the “practical flexibility” of
equity, Brown II ruled that “the personal interest of the plaintiffs in admission
to public schools . . . on a nondiscriminatory basis” had to be balanced
against “the public interest” in desegregating “in a systematic and effective
manner.”51

The justices feared that immediate desegregation would cause violence
and school closures. White southerners campaigned to convince them of
this. Voters in South Carolina, Georgia, and Mississippi had sent messages
by adopting constitutional amendments that authorized legislatures to end
public education in response to court-ordered desegregation. In 1954–1955,
Prince Edward County’s board of supervisors refused to appropriate funds for
public education—another warning to the justices. Public officials in Deep
South states declined the Court’s invitation to file amicus briefs in Brown II,
thus signaling their intention not to be legally or morally bound by the deci-
sion, and they warned of the dire consequences of immediate desegregation.
Those southern states that did participate in the Brown II argument likewise
predicted that immediate desegregation would jeopardize public education
and cause “prolonged social disorder.” North Carolina’s brief reported a poll
of local police chiefs that found that 193 out of 199 predicted violence in
response to immediate integration. Even southern racial moderates, whose
advice the justices most valued, were publicly urging gradualism to reduce
the risk of violence. By the time Brown II was decided, violence was no
longer simply an abstract possibility. In September 1954, hundreds of angry
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white parents in Milford, Delaware, forced the closing of a desegregated
school and the abandonment of integration; the episode received national
publicity. Such ferocious resistance in a border state did not bode well for
desegregation in the Deep South.52

NAACP lawyers responded to such warnings of violence by noting that
southern officials had predicted similar outbreaks as a result of the 1950
desegregation rulings, but none had occurred. The justices were unper-
suaded. Black noted that the Deep South “would never be a party to allowing
white and negro to go to school together” and that there is “no more chance
to enforce this in [the] deep south than prohibition in N[ew] Y[ork] City”—
statements that made a “deep impression” on some of his colleagues. Reed
also thought that “our order may result in public schools being abolished.”
Frankfurter, who was in direct contact with his “warm friend” Jimmy Byrnes,
conveyed news of “chaotic” conditions in South Carolina.53

Sympathy with the plight of white southerners also inclined the justices
toward gradualism: They felt guilty about undermining the expectations of
those who had assumed the legitimacy of separate but equal based on past
Court rulings. For example, Jackson had wondered in Brown I if “we hon-
estly [can] say that the states which have maintained segregated schools
have not, until today, been justified in understanding their practice to be
constitutional.” Even Black had worried that “the long line of decisions”
might prevent the Court from overturning segregation. If they were going to
reject “an almost universal understanding that segregation is not constitu-
tionally forbidden,” then “consideration of that in framing the decree would
be just.”54

Several justices also thought that they could reduce the resistance of
southern whites by appearing sympathetic and accommodating. Frankfurter
especially believed that “how we do what we do in the Segregation cases may
be as important as what we do.” He emphasized the “largely educational”
effect of Court opinions and cautioned against their being “self-righteous.”
In Brown I, Warren had similarly urged that they act in a “tolerant way” and
write a “non-accusatory” opinion. Jackson had warned that “it would retard
acceptance of [Brown I] if the Northern majority of this Court should make
a Pharisaic and self-righteous approach to this issue.” On this subject, the jus-
tices’ thinking mirrored that of President Eisenhower, who intervened in the
brief writing in Brown II to urge that the feelings of white southerners be
“met with understanding and good will.”55

Some justices believed that accommodating the concerns of southern
whites through a gradualist remedy might induce moderates to support
Brown. Their law clerks almost unanimously thought so. Gradualism “would
indicate to the South that the Court understands and is sympathetic to the
problems which the decision raises in their states” and that it was “not trying
to jam a new social order down their throats.” By contrast, a “meat-ax decree
ordering immediate integration” would be like “castor oil . . . forced on a
child” and would probably produce “both confusion and lasting resent-
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ment.” Frankfurter emphasized “the need to encourage moderate leader-
ship,” which might come especially from southern lawyers, many of whom
he had taught at the Harvard Law School. Several clerks warned that a
“clearly arbitrary and unreasonable” decree would probably be “ignored by
almost all elements in the South.” They urged the justices to heed the view
of southern moderates, such as newspaper editors Harry Ashmore and Hod-
ding Carter, who predicted that the immediate desegregation of schools
would be disastrous.56

Among the justices, only Black seemed to appreciate that white south-
erners were “going to fight this” no matter what the Court said and thus “we
can’t undertake to settle the problem.” Yet Black, too, endorsed a form of
gradualism for fear of the Court’s issuing a futile order. He and Douglas
favored immediate integration but only for the named plaintiffs. They would
refuse to treat the lawsuits as class actions and hope that few additional blacks
would sue. Black was “not fond of class suits,” nor was he “sure how many
students would want their names in this litigation.” If only “5 or 10” were
admitted, most problems would “disappear.” Though the other justices
thought that these suits were obviously class actions and a draft order treated
them as such, Brown II ultimately required the admission only of “parties to
these cases.” Reed apparently had persuaded a majority that “[t]hese are class
suits but nothing should be said about it in the decree.”57

Finally, racism may partially explain the gradualism of Brown II. The
justices seemed to empathize more with white southerners, “who are to be
coerced out of [segregation],” than with blacks, “who are coerced into [it].”
How else can one explain Jackson’s view that immediate enforcement of
blacks’ constitutional rights was “needlessly ruthless”? Furthermore, some
justices paternalistically dismissed the NAACP’s plea for immediate desegre-
gation, because “only a reasonably considerate decree would be an expedi-
ent one for the persons it has sought to benefit.” Lastly, not all of the justices
were convinced that segregation could be casually dismissed as “Hitler’s
creed.” Reed noted a “reasonable body of opinion” in support of segregation,
and Jackson did not “deny the sincerity and passion with which many feel
that their blood, lineage and culture are worthy of protection by enforced
separatism of races.” The justices decided Brown as a new epoch in U.S. race
relations was dawning; it is hardly surprising that remnants of the preceding,
less-egalitarian era would still infect their thinking.58

Whether the relief granted should be immediate or gradual was not the
only issue to be resolved in Brown II. The justices also had to decide whether
to impose deadlines for beginning and/or completing desegregation, which
might embolden district judges who faced local pressure for delay. (Dead-
lines and gradualism are not the same issue, as deadlines can be immediate
or delayed.) The NAACP urged immediate integration or at least a deadline
of September 1956. The Justice Department suggested that district judges
require school boards to submit desegregation plans within ninety days, but
it opposed completion deadlines. The justices rejected deadlines altogether.
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Warren began the conference by repudiating them. Reed thought that the
Court should “[f]ix no definite time,” and Douglas “[w]ould not suggest a
date.” One argument against deadlines was that they would become an
excuse for failing to act earlier. Another was that precision enabled defiance,
which the justices desperately wished to avoid. Frankfurter worried that any
deadline would be “arbitrary”—a judicial fiat—which would “tend to alien-
ate instead of enlist favorable or educable local sentiment.” The justices also
believed that administrative problems genuinely justified some delay. Deseg-
regation required the redrawing of district lines and school attendance zones,
consolidating schools, reassigning teachers and administrative staff, arrang-
ing student transportation, redesigning local finances, improving the condi-
tions of ramshackle black schools, and accommodating students’ disparate
achievement levels. Thus, the justices had plausible reasons for eschewing
deadlines. Yet by requiring desegregation with “all deliberate speed” and
compliance “at the earliest practicable date,” they invited delay by recalci-
trant school boards and district judges and provided inadequate political
cover for those who were willing to comply in good faith.59

Another issue for the justices was how much guidance to provide district
judges in formulating their decrees. The president and the Justice Depart-
ment, sources that were likely to influence the justices, urged decentraliza-
tion—that is, returning cases to district judges with limited guidance. Dis-
trict judges were better informed about “local difficulties and variations.”
Also, they would not “be thought of as carpetbaggers.” Their rulings would
appear less “the mere imposition of a distant will”—a potentially significant
benefit, given the traditional aversion of white southerners to outside dicta-
tion. Finally, the justices disapproved of federal courts—Supreme or other-
wise—“operating as a super–school board.” To the extent possible, elected
officials and education experts should continue to assign students. A Burton
clerk stated the prevalent view: “[W]e should not lose sight of the fact that
this Court is a member of the judicial branch of the government.”60

The justices were not completely naive. They understood that district
judges would face enormous pressure to postpone and minimize desegrega-
tion. Justice Black noted that district courts would be “in the firing line,” as
states “took evasive measures while purporting to obey.” Warren thought that
to “let them flounder” without guidance would be “rather cruel.” Frank-
furter conceded that decentralizing the desegregation process “would
unload responsibility upon lower courts most subject to community pres-
sures without any guidance for them except our decision of unconstitution-
ality.” This might result in “drawn-out, indefinite delay without even col-
orable compliance.” If the Court gave them “something to rely on, they
[could] better resist undesirable local pressures” by “point[ing] to a superior
authority in undertaking what [would] often be unpopular action.”61

Yet the justices disagreed over how much guidance to provide. Black
doubted the need for any opinion to accompany the decree: “[T]he less we
say the better off we are,” because as “[t]here will be deliberate effort[s] to
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circumvent the decree, [i]t becomes desirable to write as narrowly as possi-
ble.” Minton agreed, but the others felt obliged to offer lower courts some
guidance. Yet none of them was prepared to impose the detailed rules that
would have been necessary to constrain evasion or to insulate district
judges from local pressure. Frankfurter wanted the impossible—an opin-
ion that had “enough ‘give’ to leave room for variant local problems” but
was not so “loose [as] to invite evasion.” Warren, too, wished to give district
courts “as much latitude as we can, but also as much support.” These goals
were irreconcilable.62

The justices ultimately adopted loose phraseology that could neither
constrain evasion nor bolster compliance—“good faith” implementation, an
order to begin “as soon as practicable,” desegregation with “all deliberate
speed.” They said nothing about the permissibility of a wide array of desegre-
gation policies that could be used to circumvent Brown: freedom-of-choice
plans, which allowed parents to choose among several schools; pupil place-
ment schemes, which assigned students to schools based on a long list of
ostensibly race-neutral criteria; transfer options, which permitted parents to
move their children out of desegregated schools; and grade-a-year plans,
which started desegregation in the first or twelfth grade and then expanded it
to one additional grade every year. The justices were aware of all of these
issues, but they chose to allow the district courts to “carry the ball.” More-
over, they did not take seriously the one reasonably clear instruction they did
provide—that community disagreement with the constitutional principles
announced by the Court could not justify delay. The justices thought that
district courts should consider local resistance in determining the timing of
desegregation, but they worried that saying so would “put a premium upon
lawlessness.” Justice Black thought that “attitudes should not be mentioned
in [the] decree but they cannot be ignored.” Frankfurter stated, “[The a]tti-
tude of the south is a fact to be taken into consideration as much as adminis-
trative difficulty.” Can the justices have believed that district judges would
take the instruction to ignore community sentiment more seriously than
they took it themselves? Jackson had warned early in 1954, “I will not be a
party to . . . casting upon the lower courts a burden of continued litigation
under circumstances which subject district judges to local pressures and pro-
vide them with no standards to justify their decisions to their neighbors,
whose opinions they must resist.” With Jackson dead in 1955, his colleagues
did just that.63

Brown II was a solid victory for white southerners. Although they did not
convince the Court to repudiate Brown I or to explicitly authorize district
judges to delay desegregation based on hostile community sentiment, they
won on every other issue. The Court approved gradualism, imposed no
deadlines for beginning or completing desegregation, issued vague guide-
lines, and entrusted (southern) district judges with broad discretion. South-
ern politicians lauded Brown II as a “very definite victory for the South,” and
newspapers called it “a distinct triumph for the southern viewpoint.” Florida
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legislators broke into cheers when told of the decision. White reaction in
Alabama was reported to be “restrained rejoicing.” A Louisiana legislator
declared, “It was the mildest decree the Supreme Court possibly could have
handed down.” A Mississippi politician celebrated the fact that a native Mis-
sissippi judge would determine what was “as soon as feasible.” Other white
southerners received the news with “an air of relief”: Apparently the Court
did not really intend to foist integration on them any time soon. Southern
legislators opined that desegregation might be “feasible” in another fifty or
one hundred years.64

Black leaders were disappointed with the decision, though they gener-
ally tried not to show it. One emphasized the “prompt and reasonable” start
toward desegregation that the Court had required. Another rationalized that
a fixed deadline would only have excused delay. A third opined that the
Court had given “even the most recalcitrant southern states an honorable
way to conform to the decision.” The NAACP implausibly claimed to be
“gratified” by the Court’s “clear-cut determination” that blacks were to have
their rights to nonsegregated education “‘as soon as practicable.’” But some
blacks could not hide their disappointment. An NAACP officer in Missis-
sippi lamented, “It looks like the Supreme Court doesn’t believe in our con-
stitution.” One prominent black journalist, James L. Hicks, noted that he was
“deeply disappointed” and could not “fool [him]self into believing that we
have won a great victory.” Another black newspaperman, John H. McCray,
admitted that he “can’t find too much to cheer about in [the decision],” and
he criticized the Court for “seek[ing] to do business” with diehard southern
segregationists.65

The justices had conceived of gradualism partly as a peace offering to
white southerners—an invitation to moderates to meet them halfway. Some
southern politicians understood this, observing that the Court had “intended
to appeal to the states to help work out this problem,” “to correct an obnox-
ious decision,” and to fix its “mistake.” Many applauded the justices for their
“moderate and reasonable” decision, which was “something to be thankful
for,” and they lauded the “lenien[t]” tone of Brown II. The Norfolk Virginian-
Pilot called the ruling “a superb appeal to the wisdom, intelligence, and
leadership of the Southern States.” The Tampa Tribune predicted that it
“will dissipate the thunderhead of turmoil and violence which had been
gathering in Southern skies since the court held school segregation uncon-
stitutional.” Several legislatures suspended their consideration of bills to
block desegregation, and other states canceled plans for special legislative
sessions.66

Yet the same people who acknowledged the Court’s conciliatory ges-
ture often emphasized their undiminished commitment to preserving segre-
gation. Others put a different spin on Brown II, perceiving it as weakness or
“backtrack[ing].” A Florida segregationist thought the Court had “realized
it made a mistake in May and is getting out of it the best way it can.” A Texas
legislator declared that the “Court got hold of a hot potato and didn’t know
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what to do with it.” A Virginia politician announced that “the court has not
the courage of its previously avowed convictions.” Some southern observers
believed that the threats of school closures and violence had intimidated the
justices, and they deduced that further pressure might persuade the Court
to abandon Brown altogether. Over the following months, some white
southerners predicted that patient determination on their part would con-
vince the Court and the nation to abandon southern blacks as they had dur-
ing Reconstruction.67

That Brown II was a mistake from the Court’s perspective was quickly
apparent. The justices’ conciliatory gesture inspired defiance, not accommo-
dation. Within months, public officials and private organizations were
declaring their unmitigated opposition to desegregation. New organizations
called “citizens’ councils” were formed, and they endorsed all methods short
of violence to preserve white supremacy. Several legislatures passed “interpo-
sition” resolutions, denouncing Brown as an “illegal encroachment” and
declaring it “null, void and of no effect.” Early in 1956, most southern con-
gressmen signed the Southern Manifesto, which condemned Brown as “a
clear abuse of judicial power” and pledged the South to all “lawful means” of
resistance.68

To say that Brown II was misguided is not to say that the justices calcu-
lated foolishly. They operated without the aid of historical hindsight, and
their prediction that conciliation on their part would strengthen southern
moderates and encourage compliance was plausible. The mostly restrained
southern reaction to Brown I and the early steps taken toward compliance in
the border states may have induced the justices to underestimate the com-
mitment of white southerners to preserving school segregation. Forecasts by
contemporary commentators that Brown II would bolster moderates con-
firms that the justices’ thinking was not implausible, simply wrong. Instead,
the decision seems to have encouraged defiance and undermined those
moderates who were already taking preliminary steps toward desegregation.
In retrospect, the justices should have been firm and imposed deadlines and
specific desegregation requirements. As Burton’s law clerk pointed out, “A
firm forceful policy . . . impresses people with the fact that you mean what
you say.” Yet in May 1955, correctly anticipating little support from the polit-
ical branches and overestimating their ability to manage southern resistance,
the justices opted for conciliatory vagueness.69

Did their miscalculation matter much? Probably not. For reasons
explored in the next chapter, certain features of southern politics and the
political dynamics of the segregation issue virtually ensured massive resis-
tance. Brown II, by instilling hope among white southerners that Brown I
could be overturned, did not help. But even an order for immediate integra-
tion would have been bitterly resisted. Most white southerners would oppose
desegregation until they were convinced that resistance was futile and costly.
The Court was powerless to make that showing on its own.70
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POST-BROWN

The justices backed off after Brown II. With the notable exception of the Lit-
tle Rock case, they distanced themselves from school desegregation for
the next eight years. Their eagerness to avoid further racial controversy
was quickly apparent. In 1955–1956, the Court faced challenges to state-
mandated segregation outside of education: public beaches, golf courses,
and local transportation. In barring school segregation, Brown had empha-
sized the importance of public education, rather than questioning the valid-
ity of all racial classifications. Thus, invalidating segregation in post-Brown
cases seemed to require some further explanation. Yet the justices provided
none; instead, they issued brief per curiam opinions that merely cited Brown.
Those legal academics who were most committed to “reasoned elaboration”
in judicial decision making were virtually apoplectic.71

In 1955–1956, the justices twice endured humiliation at the hands of
southern state courts rather than further entangle themselves in racial con-
troversy. First, they confronted a challenge to Virginia’s antimiscegenation
law. A Chinese man and a white woman had tried to circumvent the law by
marrying in North Carolina. After returning to Virginia, the woman later
sought an annulment under the antimiscegenation law, which her husband
challenged as unconstitutional. The trial court granted the annulment, and
the Virginia Court of Appeals affirmed and sustained the statute.72

Naim v. Naim was the last case the justices wished to see on their docket
in 1955. Many southern whites had charged that the real goal of the NAACP’s
school desegregation campaign was “to open the bedroom doors of our white
women to the Negro men” and “to mongrelize the white race.” To strike
down antimiscegenation laws so soon after Brown risked appearing to vali-
date those suspicions. Moreover, opinion polls in the 1950s revealed that over
90 percent of whites, even outside the South, opposed interracial marriage.
During oral arguments in one of the original school segregation cases,
Frankfurter had seemed relieved when counsel denied that barring school
segregation would necessarily invalidate antimiscegenation laws, as strong
state interests could overcome even a presumptive ban on racial classifica-
tions. Frankfurter later explained that one reason Brown was written as it
was—emphasizing the importance of public education rather than con-
demning all racial classifications—was to avoid the miscegenation issue. In
1954, Jackson’s law clerk had noted the wisdom of not “hitting the South with
so strong a punch at one time.”73

The Court’s problem was that Naim v. Naim seemed to fall within its
mandatory jurisdiction. Today, the justices have almost complete discretion
over their docket, but in the mid-1950s federal law still required them to grant
appeals when state courts had rejected federal claims that were not “insub-
stantial.” To say that antimiscegenation laws posed an insubstantial constitu-
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tional question would have been disingenuous. The importance was “obvi-
ous,” law clerk William A. Norris told Justice Douglas, and “[f]ailure to
decide the case would blur any distinction remaining between certiorari and
appeal.” Burton’s clerk agreed that the Court could not honestly avoid the
case, though he would have preferred to “give the present fire a chance to
burn down.” Both clerks underestimated the desperation and creativity of the
justices. Though several of them wished to take jurisdiction, others searched
for an escape route. Clark suggested one: The plaintiff should be estopped
from invoking the miscegenation law because she knew of the defendant’s
race when they married and deliberately evaded the ban on interracial mar-
riage. Burton suggested another: They could dismiss the case on the inde-
pendent state ground that Virginia required residents to marry within the
state—a plainly erroneous reading of Virginia law.74

Of all the justices, Frankfurter felt the gravest anxiety about the case. If
this had been a certiorari petition, he would have rejected it, as “due consid-
eration of important public consequences is relevant to the exercise of discre-
tion in passing on such petitions.” (Indeed, in 1954, the Court had denied
certiorari in another southern miscegenation case.) But Naim was an appeal,
and Frankfurter admitted that the challenge to antimiscegenation laws “can-
not be rejected as frivolous.” Still, the “moral considerations” for dismissing
the appeal “far outweigh the technical considerations in noting jurisdiction.”
To thrust the miscegenation issue into “the vortex of the present disquietude”
would risk “thwarting or seriously handicapping the enforcement of
[Brown].” Frankfurter’s proposed solution, which the justices adopted, was to
remand the case to the Virginia Court of Appeals with instructions to return
it to the trial court for further proceedings in order to clarify the parties’ rela-
tionship to the commonwealth, which was said to be uncertain from the
record; clarification might obviate the need to resolve the constitutional
question. On remand, the Virginia jurists refused to comply with the Court’s
instructions; they denied that the record was unclear and that state law per-
mitted returning final decisions to trial courts in order to gather additional
evidence. Virginia newspapers treated the state court’s response as an
instance of nullification.75

The petitioner then filed a motion to recall the Court’s mandate and to
set the case for argument. Douglas’s law clerk, Norris, now identified three
options that were available. The Court could summarily vacate the state
judgment to “punish” Virginia for its disobedience. Norris thought that this
solution would be “intemperate and would unnecessarily increase the fric-
tion between this Court and the southern state courts.” Second, the justices
could circumvent the recalcitrant state high court and remand the case
directly to the trial court. Finally, they could take the appeal, which would
be a “tacit admission that the Court’s original remand was unnecessary.”
Norris favored the last option and warned, “It will begin to look obvious if the
case is not taken that the Court is trying to run away from its obligation to
decide the case.”76
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Norris failed even to imagine the option chosen by a majority. Four jus-
tices—Warren, Black, Reed, and Douglas—voted to recall the Court’s man-
date and take the appeal. But the other five swallowed their collective pride
and voted to dismiss the appeal on the ground that the Virginia court’s
response “leaves the case devoid of a properly presented federal question.” A
majority of the justices apparently preferred to be humiliated at the hands of
truculent state jurists rather than to stoke further the fires of racial contro-
versy. Once again, those academic commentators who were most committed
to “reasoned elaboration” in judicial decision making criticized the Court
for taking action that was “wholly without basis in the law.”77

Georgia’s turn to humiliate the justices came at about the same time.
Williams v. Georgia (1955) raised an important question of federal courts
doctrine: When does a state criminal defendant’s failure to comply with
state procedural rules, which leads the state court to refuse to consider his
federal constitutional claim, constitute an “adequate and independent”
state ground that bars Supreme Court review on the merits? Two years ear-
lier, in Avery v. Georgia, the Court had overturned a black man’s conviction
because of possible race discrimination in jury selection. Jurors were sup-
posed to be randomly selected by drawing tickets from a box, yet the names
of whites were on tickets of a different color than those used for the names of
blacks. Avery was decided by the justices after Williams’s conviction, but the
ruling of the state supreme court in Avery, which criticized the practice of
differently colored tickets while declining to overturn Avery’s conviction,
had come down well before Williams’s trial. Williams’s lawyer, who was
“guilty of almost criminal negligence,” failed to raise the Avery challenge at
trial or on the initial appeal, and the Georgia courts then ruled that the
defendant had waived his right to have it considered.

Williams appealed his death sentence to the Supreme Court. Three
justices—Warren, Black, and Douglas—voted to reverse his conviction out-
right: Georgia could not execute Williams based on the verdict of a jury that
had been selected via obviously unconstitutional procedures simply
because his lawyer had failed to object. To remand the case, Warren
warned, was to invite the Georgia jurists to invent a different basis for deny-
ing Williams a new trial. The chief justice declared that he would not “have
this man’s life on my conscience” because of a “procedural dodge.” Justice
Black was likewise “afraid if [the case was] sent back it would be patched
up,” and Douglas “would not send it back for [Georgia] to take another
crack.” However, a majority did not support outright reversal. Harlan, who
thought that “the aggravating facts of this case . . . call for our straining to
vindicate the constitutional rights of the petitioner,” suggested remanding
the case to the Georgia court with a reminder that state law seemed to per-
mit discretionary grants of new trials even after procedural defaults. Harlan
believed that “on such remand there is some hope that the Georgia court
would be constrained to reconsider its decision.” Frankfurter said that he
“would go beyond” Harlan’s proposal and that he preferred to remand the
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case in a way that “would not give [Georgia] much room to stand pat.”
Frankfurter wrote the Court’s opinion, observing that where state law grants
courts discretion to order new trials in extraordinary cases, the Supreme
Court had jurisdiction to ensure that that discretion was not exercised so as
to frustrate constitutional rights. The Court declined to reverse outright, but
it strongly hinted that it might do so if Georgia refused to order a new trial.
The Court had jurisdiction, but it declined to exercise it—yet.78

On remand, the Georgia court declined to “supinely surrender [the]
sovereign powers of this State,” accused the Supreme Court of violating the
Tenth Amendment by asserting jurisdiction in Williams, and reaffirmed its
earlier ruling. The Georgia judges essentially told the justices “to go to hell.”
When Williams returned to the Court on a petition for certiorari in the win-
ter of 1955–1956—the first ruling had been in June 1955—those justices who
had previously favored outright reversal now reconsidered. Justice Black
warned that challenging Georgia might precipitate a constitutional crisis.
Nobody favored Frankfurter’s suggestion that they at least respond to the
insubordinate challenge made by the Georgia jurists to the Supreme Court’s
jurisdiction. All nine justices now voted to deny certiorari—and Georgia exe-
cuted Williams shortly thereafter. The growing truculence of southern states
over desegregation since Brown II must explain the justices’ change of heart;
they did not want to compound their desegregation difficulties by unneces-
sarily alienating southern courts. As in Brown II, the justices apparently dis-
counted the possibility that by capitulating in Naim and Williams, they
might encourage resistance by appearing craven rather than conciliatory.79

The justices also avoided further confrontation over school desegrega-
tion by denying full review in every case that was appealed until 1963, with
the sole exception of the Little Rock case, Cooper v. Aaron (1958). Parties
sought review in numerous cases—both where the lower court ruling was
favorable to desegregation and where it was unfavorable—but the justices
consistently denied it. They had apparently decided to say no more on the
subject until they had received some signal of support from the political
branches.80

That signal was not immediately forthcoming. President Eisenhower
repeatedly refused to say whether he endorsed Brown. His duty, he insisted,
was to enforce Court decisions, not to approve or disapprove of them. At
Eisenhower’s behest, the Republican party weakened its 1956 civil rights
plank to “accept” rather than to “endorse” Brown, while it rejected forcible
implementation. The president preached moderation and observed that
Brown II had endorsed gradualism. Asked by reporters for a message to
youngsters on desegregation, he repeated the mantra of southern whites that
“it is difficult through law and through force to change a man’s heart.” Eisen-
hower urged that desegregation be resolved locally, and he denied a role for
the federal government in “the ordinary normal case of keeping order and
preventing rioting.” The administration’s failure in 1956 to enforce desegre-
gation orders against local resistance in Clinton, Tennessee; Tuscaloosa,
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Alabama; and Mansfield and Texarkana, Texas, encouraged similar violence
elsewhere. Civil rights leaders beseeched Eisenhower to publicly condemn
the “violence and terror in certain southern communities.” Instead, he criti-
cized “extremists on both sides,” morally equating NAACP leaders, “who
want to have the whole matter settled today,” with the Klan. Critics noted
“the painful injustice” in equating these groups—one seeking legal enforce-
ment of Brown and the other violently defying it. Eisenhower privately noted
that Brown was a foolish decision that “set back progress in the south at least
15 years.” When rumors of his private views circulated, he refused to deny
them. Not until 1959 did Eisenhower publicly declare that segregation was
“morally wrong.”81

Democrats who were seeking to replace Eisenhower as president in 1956
were not much more supportive of Brown. Senator Estes Kefauver of Ten-
nessee allowed that he would be “very shy” about using federal troops to
enforce desegregation and that he would do so only in a “very severe case.”
The most liberal Democratic presidential candidate, Governor Averell Har-
riman of New York, declared, “No responsible person could propose the use
of federal troops.” The eventual Democratic nominee, Illinois’s former gov-
ernor, Adlai Stevenson, urged cautious federal action in enforcing Brown.
Stevenson preferred education and suasion to force, and he observed, “[You]
do not upset habits and traditions that are older than the Republic
overnight.” Stevenson was no more willing than Eisenhower to condemn the
Southern Manifesto, which repudiated Brown as “a clear abuse of judicial
power”; instead, both men praised southern politicians for limiting them-
selves to support of “lawful resistance.” When the chairman of the Democra-
tic National Committee, Paul Butler, criticized Eisenhower early in 1956 for
failing to show leadership on civil rights and contrasted his own party’s pro-
posals, he emphasized voting rights and the protection of citizens from vio-
lence but did not say a word about school desegregation.82

Congress did not support the Court either, showing “remarkably little
effective interest in the whole fight for Negro rights.” Throughout the 1950s,
liberal congressmen failed in their efforts to pass symbolic statements affirm-
ing that Brown was the law of the land (not even that it was rightly decided).
Southern Democrats dominated Senate committees, but the filibuster-free
House was no champion of desegregation either. Congress did pass tepid
civil rights legislation in 1957, but it covered only voting rights, and even that
it did ineffectively. A proposal to empower the attorney general to bring
desegregation suits was eliminated from the final bill with the president’s
assent. The clear implication of this excision, as Walter Lippmann noted,
was that the right against school segregation was “not to be enforced by the
executive power of the Federal Government.” In the 1950s, Congress
declined even to offer financial support to desegregating districts.83

The gradualism of politicians was mirrored by that of their constituents.
Polls revealed that national majorities of nearly 4–1 preferred gradualism to
immediate action, especially after desegregation had led to violence in
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1955–1956. In the NAACP chapter of City College of New York—a strongly
integrationist group, one would suppose—twice as many members favored
gradualism as immediate integration. Indeed, many white liberals in the
North strongly favored gradualism, because they assumed that southern
blacks needed time to assimilate, and they feared the excessive centralization
that federal coercion of white southerners would require. Early in 1956, Life
ran an editorial entitled “Go Slow, Now,” which urged southern blacks to be
patient and to “avoid needless scraping of Southern sensitivities and emo-
tions.” Eleanor Roosevelt also defended gradualism, pointing out that “go
slow doesn’t mean, don’t go.” The St. Louis Globe-Democrat, another Brown
supporter, suggested that the NAACP “make haste slowly,” because racial tol-
erance must evolve gradually and traditional mores could not be changed
overnight. Superintendent Omer Carmichael, whose leadership in peace-
fully desegregating Louisville schools in 1956 made him a national celebrity,
blamed southern “chaos” on the NAACP’s “push[ing] too fast.”84

We have little direct evidence as to what the justices were thinking in
1955–1957. Desegregation orders were producing violent resistance, even in
peripheral South states such as Tennessee and Texas. The political branches
of the national government had done virtually nothing to support Brown or
to intervene against violent resistance. Southern white moderates were urg-
ing a “cooling-off period” and warning that aggressive implementation of
Brown “could set off violence and bloodshed.” Even liberal northern
Democrats supported gradualism. In this political environment, the justices
may have calculated that further intervention on their part would prove
harmful.85

The Court reentered the fray only after the Little Rock crisis. In Septem-
ber 1957, Governor Orval Faubus used the state militia to block enforcement
of a court order desegregating Central High School. To avoid a contempt
citation, Faubus later withdrew the state troops, but a white mob then filled
the vacuum, forcing black students out of the integrated school. After endur-
ing weeks of criticism from Democrats and civil rights leaders for being
“wishy-washy” and refusing “to take a strong stand,” Eisenhower national-
ized the state militia and sent in the army’s 101st Airborne Division. Ironi-
cally, Eisenhower had helped foment the crisis through his previous state-
ments and inaction. In September 1956, when Governor Allan Shivers used
Texas Rangers to block enforcement of a desegregation order as whites rioted
in Mansfield, reporters asked Eisenhower how he planned to respond. The
president pleaded ignorance of these events and of Shivers’s defiant state-
ments, while insisting that the federal government could not intervene in
ordinary instances of rioting. During the summer of 1957, Eisenhower stated,
“I can’t imagine any set of circumstances that would ever induce me to send
federal troops . . . into any area to enforce the orders of a federal court”; he
had made a similar statement the preceding year. Faubus was justifiably sur-
prised when the 101st Airborne appeared in Little Rock.86
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Several blacks attended Central High under military guard during the
1957–1958 school year. The situation was chaotic. Hundreds of white stu-
dents were suspended for harassing blacks, and there were more than twenty
bomb threats. Early in 1958, the Little Rock school board petitioned District
Judge Harry J. Lemley for a reprieve of two and a half years to allow commu-
nity resistance to subside. Lemley acquiesced, stating that the court could
not “close its eyes and ears to the practical problem with which [the] board is
confronted.” Noting the “chaos, bedlam, and turmoil” at Central High, the
“deep seated popular opposition in Little Rock to the principle of integra-
tion,” and the view of many whites that the Brown decisions “do not truly rep-
resent the law,” Lemley concluded that the right of black students to nondis-
criminatory admission to public schools had to be balanced against the
public interest in a smoothly functioning educational system. The Eighth
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f igure 6 .3
An Arkansas national guardsman blocks four of the Little Rock
Nine from entering Central High School on September 4,
1957. The students are (left to right) Carlotta Walls, Gloria
Ray, Jane Hill, and Ernest Green. (Arkansas History
Commission)
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Circuit Court of Appeals, sitting en banc, reversed by a vote of 6–1. The jus-
tices then convened in special session in the summer of 1958 to determine
whether a district judge could delay desegregation, once it had begun,
because of community resistance.87

Cooper v. Aaron was easy for the justices, who could appreciate as well as
segregationists that if massive resistance “win[s] in Little Rock, integration is
dead.” To reward violent resistance by postponing desegregation would
encourage similar behavior elsewhere. A Louisiana legislator had observed
that Lemley’s decision “shows that massive resistance really works. This gives
us a powerful new weapon with which to protect our schools.” Other south-
ern officials evidently agreed, as reaction to Lemley’s “wonderful” decision
was “immediate and jubilant.” The justices had to countermand this line of
thought and demonstrate support for those who had ordered desegregation.
A federal judge in Virginia announced that if the Court affirmed Lemley, he
would permit Norfolk to continue segregating its schools, and another judge
awarded Prince Edward County an extended deadline partly based on Lem-
ley’s ruling. The solicitor general intervened on the NAACP’s side and
warned that for the justices to approve delay in Little Rock would halt deseg-
regation elsewhere. The justices also needed to demonstrate support for a
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f igure 6 .4
Federalized national guardsmen accompany the Little Rock
Nine as they leave school, October 9, 1957. (Bettmann/CORBIS)
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president who had run political risks by dispatching troops to an American
city. After Brown, they had anxiously awaited some sign of support from the
political branches. Now that the president had finally provided it, the justices
had no choice but to back him up.88

Cooper was more forceful and condemnatory than Brown had been—
“judicial rhetoric that expressed displeasure amounting to anger,” according
to one astute contemporary. The justices blamed Faubus and the Arkansas
legislature for the violence at Central High School. In dicta, they criticized
the efforts not only to nullify Brown but also to evade it, such as allowing pub-
lic school funds and buildings to be used by segregated private schools—pre-
cisely what the Arkansas legislature and governor were attempting to do at
the time. Based on the vehemence of Cooper, one might have guessed that
the justices would now aggressively monitor the desegregation process, but
this was not so. The apparent boldness of the interventions by the president
and the Court was misleading. Eisenhower had used federal troops only after
the blatant defiance of a desegregation order by a governor whom he sus-
pected of lying to his face. The justices had acted primarily to support the
president. Neither party had abandoned gradualism.89

Justice Clark, who nearly dissented in Cooper because the Court had
departed from its customary procedures in order to issue a quick ruling,
reminded his colleagues that Brown had not contemplated desegregation
“through push button action.” Most of the other justices agreed. Justice
William J. Brennan’s draft opinion,90 at Black’s insistence, had required
school boards to formulate deadlines for initiating and completing desegre-
gation. Frankfurter objected to such rigidity, and a majority concurred; dead-
lines were removed. Cooper also referred to “desegregation” rather than
“integration,” because white southerners found the former “a shade less
offensive.” Even in the face of blatant defiance by the white South, a major-
ity of the justices was inclined toward accommodation and gradualism.91

For several more years after Cooper, the justices continued to abstain as
white southerners defied or evaded Brown. The Court denied review in virtu-
ally every post–Little Rock desegregation case, even where the circuit courts
had split—usually an important consideration in favor of granting review.
The NAACP “deplore[d]” the Court’s refusal to grant review in cases chal-
lenging laws that were “designed to impede and frustrate full implementa-
tion of [Brown].”92

The Court took two noteworthy desegregation actions in 1958–1959. In
December 1958, just months after Cooper, the justices in Shuttlesworth v.
Birmingham Board of Education summarily affirmed a lower court decision
that rejected a facial challenge to Alabama’s pupil placement law. One year
later, they denied review of a decision upholding Nashville’s grade-a-year
desegregation plan, which included a minority-to-majority transfer option.93

The summary affirmance in Shuttlesworth departed from the Court’s
usual pattern of denying review in school desegregation cases. Perhaps the
justices felt obliged to grant review in this case because it was an appeal from
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a three-judge trial court, which falls within the Court’s mandatory jurisdic-
tion unless the constitutional issue is plainly insubstantial. A summary affir-
mance indicates agreement with the ruling below. By 1958, pupil placement
had become a preferred method of avoiding desegregation; every southern
state had adopted such a scheme. The justices carefully left open the possi-
bility that plaintiffs could allege discriminatory administration of a pupil
placement scheme, but they declined to invalidate it on its face. A contrary
ruling would have been easy to defend. Alabama’s placement law was part of
a massive-resistance package that did not disguise the legislature’s intention
to defy Brown. The lower court had dismissed the legislature’s interposition
resolution as “an escape valve through which the legislators blew off steam.”
But one might easily have read it instead to indicate that the legislature had
no intention of permitting any desegregation. Indeed, Alabama legislators
had explicitly declared that if the pupil placement plan failed to block inte-
gration, they could then abolish the public schools. Just months earlier, Gov-
ernor John Patterson had announced, “[W]e are going to maintain segrega-
tion in the public schools.” The lower court in Shuttlesworth refused to
“lightly reach . . . [the] conclusion” that Alabama was intent on nullification,
but nothing had been left to inference.94

Even aside from the Alabama legislature’s generally defiant purpose, the
patent motive behind pupil placement was to frustrate desegregation by
inviting surreptitious consideration of race by school boards and then con-
founding blacks who were dissatisfied with their placements in a maze of
administrative appeals. The lower court in Shuttlesworth refused to consider
legislative motive, but that position was debatable by 1958 and would be
rejected by the Court in a school desegregation case a few years later.
Another possible objection to pupil placement schemes was that they pre-
sumptively allocated students to their current (segregated) schools and
placed the burden on them to request transfers. This was not an obviously
sufficient remedy for past segregation. Federal courts in Louisiana and
Virginia had invalidated placement schemes for such reasons, though the
Fourth Circuit had sustained North Carolina’s version. It is true that
the placement laws of those states were not identical to Alabama’s: The
Louisiana law provided no criteria for constraining school board discretion,
and Virginia’s placement plan was even more clearly part of a legislative
package designed to block all desegregation. But there were similarities too.
Had they been so inclined, the justices could have written a persuasive opin-
ion invalidating the Alabama law. Ironically, Alabama officials had worried
that their law was in jeopardy after the lower court decisions that had invali-
dated placement plans in Louisiana and Virginia. After the latter ruling,
Governor James Coleman of Mississippi had expressed a similar concern
that his state was “legally naked and legally defenseless” against a desegrega-
tion suit, because its pupil placement law seemed doomed. As the battle over
massive resistance climaxed in 1958–1959, however, the justices apparently
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had no desire to invalidate a scheme that was being used in some jurisdic-
tions to achieve at least token desegregation.95

In a private memorandum, Douglas revealed that the justices were
divided in Shuttlesworth. He and Warren thought the law “was a palpable
device to avoid integration” and favored granting full review. Potter Stewart
objected that “Alabama in good faith was seeking to comply with our deci-
sions.” 96 Douglas reported:

That naive viewpoint so riled me that I prepared a memo for the court
showing the purpose of the law. I also pointed out that this law, if not
struck down, would be hard to knock out in its application. No purpose
to discriminate on racial grounds would be shown in any application; it
could be proved—as in the jury cases—only by showing a systematic dis-
crimination that would be avoided by having token integration. I said
that the case we could knock out would be a long time coming. The
C[hief] J[ustice] spoke up and said, “not until we are long dead.”

According to Douglas, Black “thought we were right; but he said nothing
would be done anyway for a generation or more.” The other justices were
unwilling to invalidate the law on its face. Warren and Douglas chose not to
dissent from the Court’s summary affirmance, “for we felt that unanimity of
the Court in the segregation cases was more important than anything else
and that our dissent would underline the defeat or setback which school inte-
gration had suffered as a result of this decision.” The setback was clear even
without their dissent. Alabama officials were “jubilant” over Shuttlesworth,
which Governor Patterson saw “as an indication that the Supreme Court is
going to let us handle our own affairs.” Senator Russell Long of Louisiana
thought the decision was “the most encouraging thing for the South in some
time,” as it “shows a willingness of the court to settle for token integration.”
State senator Willie Rainach of Louisiana thought Shuttlesworth indicated
that “[t]he court’s position may well have deteriorated to the point that it
would like to compromise,” and Congressman James C. Davis of Georgia
believed it showed that recent criticism of the Court “has jarred [the justices]
into some common sense.”97

The other important case around this time involved Nashville’s desegre-
gation plan, which was one of the first to adopt grade-a-year desegregation.
School officials throughout the South closely followed this case and signaled
their intention to follow suit if the Court endorsed the plan. Nashville’s
scheme also offered a transfer option to students who were assigned to
schools where their racial group was in the minority. This ensured that no
whites would be compelled to attend a majority-black school and encour-
aged blacks, through a variety of formal and informal pressures, to transfer
out of racially mixed schools to which they had been assigned. By 1959,
minority-to-majority transfer options were becoming a favored method of
limiting desegregation. In Kelley v. Board of Education of Nashville (1959),
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the Court denied review of the Sixth Circuit decision upholding Nashville’s
plan—an action that ordinarily implies no view on the merits. Yet given the
obvious importance of the case, and the unusual decision of three justices—
Warren, Douglas, and Brennan—to publicly dissent from the Court’s denial
of review, the justices had plainly considered the issues carefully. The head-
line in the Southern School News read, “Court Backs Stairstep.” White
southerners generally concluded after Kelley that grade-a-year plans and
minority-to-majority transfer options had been vindicated. Nashville’s school
superintendent announced that he was “immeasurably pleased” with the
decision. A prominent southern journalist, John Temple Graves, wrote that
the Court had given “clear hope that it begins to see that massive integration
won’t work,” and he urged the white South now to endorse token desegrega-
tion in order to enable the justices to “save face.” Martin Luther King, Jr.,
later observed that the Court “had granted legal sanction to tokenism.”98

The justices’ thinking in Shuttlesworth and Kelley can be reconstructed
with some guesswork. Between 1957 and 1959, southern battle lines were
drawn around outright defiance of Brown and token compliance. The
extremism of post-Brown southern politics—discussed in the next chapter—
had eliminated meaningful integration as an option. Eisenhower’s use of
troops at Little Rock demonstrated that schools could not remain segregated
after courts had ordered them desegregated. But did they have to remain
open? Massive resisters had been threatening to close schools as their “final
resort” since 1954. Now they were put to the test. In 1958, Governor Faubus
closed Little Rock’s four high schools, and Governor Lindsay Almond of Vir-
ginia closed nine schools that courts had ordered desegregated in three local-
ities: Charlottesville, Norfolk, and Warren County. Other states with similar
school-closing legislation watched and waited as events in Arkansas and Vir-
ginia unfolded.99

In this struggle, “moderate” southern politicians fought to keep schools
open by promising to restrict integration to token levels. In 1957, Republican
Ted Dalton ran for governor of Virginia, repudiating massive resistance and
school closures, and endorsing use of pupil placement for limited integra-
tion. That same year, Leroy Collins of Florida became the first Deep South
governor to oppose massive resistance, condemning the legislature’s interpo-
sition resolution as a “cruel hoax,” insisting that some desegregation was
inevitable, and promising that it could be delayed and controlled through
the pupil placement law. Malcolm Seawell, the attorney general of North
Carolina, endorsed similar policies in 1958; he acknowledged that Brown was
the law of the land, criticized school closures, and lauded pupil placement as
a mechanism for gradual change. These were risky positions for southern
politicians to embrace at the time. Dalton was called “an integrationist.”
Collins was attacked for “surrendering” and called a “weakling,” though
northern liberals such as Eleanor Roosevelt applauded his “extremely coura-
geous” stand. Seawell was attacked for “abject surrender” and compared to
Judas Iscariot, even though only thirteen blacks attended desegregated
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schools in all of North Carolina—“eye-dropper integration,” according to
the NAACP. For the Court to have invalidated gradualist policies such as
pupil placement, minority-to-majority transfer, and grade-a-year desegrega-
tion might have destroyed these moderate politicians, especially after the use
of federal troops at Little Rock had already weakened them. Diehard segrega-
tionists would have seized upon such rulings as proof that no middle ground
existed between massive resistance and massive integration. The justices
closely followed southern politics, and since 1954 they had sought to bolster
moderates, many of whom were explicitly appealing to the Court after Little
Rock for a “cooling off” period. In 1959, Judge J. Skelly Wright, one of
Brown’s staunchest defenders in the Deep South, proposed grade-a-year
desegregation for New Orleans; he explained that another Little Rock must
be avoided. Their decisions in Shuttlesworth and Kelley suggest that the jus-
tices were not deaf to such appeals.100

Internal Court documents indirectly support this interpretation. While
the Little Rock case was pending, Frankfurter told Harlan that the justices’
duty was to “serve as exemplars of understanding and wisdom and magna-
nimity” to southern moderates. He thought that the recent victory of moder-
ate candidates in school board elections in Little Rock had “important impli-
cations . . . which are relevantly to be kept in mind by us in the procedures we
adopt, when choice is open, and in how we express what we do.” Frankfurter
viewed his concurring opinion in Cooper, which irked his colleagues by
departing from the pattern of the justices speaking with a single voice on
desegregation, as an appeal to moderate southern lawyers. A few months
later, Frankfurter urged his colleagues to deny the NAACP a stay in a Florida
case that required it to turn over its membership lists to a legislative investi-
gating committee, because the state court had behaved moderately and
refrained from “breathing . . . defiance.” So long as state jurists had produced
“a creditable judicial document” and had deferred to high-court authority
“in terms that . . . are appropriately respectful,” Frankfurter wanted to reward
them. In a 1959 case that challenged Virginia’s anti-NAACP laws, Black
observed that “having originally adopted gradualism, I think we have to rec-
ognize the policy.” He noted that even Brown’s defenders “mainly support
gradualism” and that the recent victory of moderates in Little Rock coun-
seled judicial restraint. Thus, Black wanted to give the Virginia Supreme
Court a chance to construe these state laws before the Court decided
whether to invalidate them.101

The words and the deeds of the executive branch may also have influ-
enced the justices’ reaffirmation of gradualism in 1958–1959. After sending
troops into Little Rock, Eisenhower quickly clarified, and then periodically
reiterated, that “they are not there to enforce desegregation; they are there to
support our federal court system.” In August 1958, Eisenhower denied a mag-
azine report that he had privately criticized Brown, while admitting that he
might have “said something about ‘slower’.” (Thurgood Marshall quipped in
response, “If we slow down any more, we’ll be going backward.”) Editing a
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desegregation speech of his attorney general, William Rogers, Eisenhower
urged that he avoid “the impression that the Federal government is looking
for opportunities to intervene,” refrain from suggestions that integration “will
necessarily be permanent,” and hint that an acceptable desegregation plan
need not be completed within five or even ten years. The Justice Depart-
ment resumed its policy of noninvolvement after Little Rock and declined to
prosecute those who were accused of agitating disturbances at Central High
School, thereby encouraging further resistance and undermining the school
board.102

As massive resistance ended in Virginia early in 1959, the administration
rushed to applaud the tokenism that ensued: twenty-one students were
attending seven “integrated” schools in two cities. Eisenhower compli-
mented Virginians on their “heartening” desegregation, which made him
“very proud.” Attorney General Rogers noted the “tremendous development
in the thinking of the people” of Virginia over the past few months and
explained that the administration would not press for “extreme” civil rights
legislation—such as empowering the attorney general to bring desegregation
suits—which “might do more harm than good.” “In light of Virginia’s experi-
ence,” he noted, “we should keep our eyes open and wait.” One year later,
with fewer than one black school child in a thousand attending an integrated
school in the South, Rogers made the extraordinary statement that the pace
of desegregation is “surprisingly good when compared with the legal prob-
lems involved.” Nothing that the administration said or did encouraged the
Court to reject tokenism.103

The justices had one additional reason for not pressing desegregation in
1958–1959: They already faced withering assaults from several directions.
The Court’s “Red Monday” decisions of 1957—which limited congressional
and state legislative investigations of alleged communists, as well as federal
criminal prosecutions of them—were extremely controversial. Senator
James Eastland of Mississippi, who had an ulterior motive, accused the jus-
tices of having “woven a web of protection around the Communist party.” Yet
even many people without segregationist impulses criticized these rulings.
In 1958, Congress barely defeated bills that would have overturned several of
these “procommunist” decisions and deprived the Court of jurisdiction over
related issues—“the most bitter and violent [attack] the Court has sustained
for a generation.” That same year, the Conference of State Chief Justices
voted 38–8 to criticize the Court for lacking self-restraint and invading the
legislative field. Those members of the conference whose votes were not
motivated by Brown may have been reacting partly to the Court’s recent
expansion of federal habeas corpus jurisdiction, which authorized federal
trial judges to reverse the criminal rulings of state supreme courts—a devel-
opment that was unlikely to win friends for the Court among the ranks of
state chief justices. In addition, a couple of 1957 high-court decisions that
reversed criminal convictions—harbingers of the Warren Court’s criminal
procedure revolution—had rankled the law enforcement lobby. White
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southerners, of course, had been after the Court since Brown. Rarely in U.S.
history have the justices proved oblivious to sustained and powerful external
criticism. The 1950s was no exception. In a pair of 1959 rulings, the justices
appeared to back down on the communist issue. They may have chosen to
acquiesce in token school desegregation for similar reasons.104

Although the justices were unwilling to accelerate the pace of school
desegregation during these years, they proved somewhat readier to protect
the NAACP’s ability to conduct desegregation litigation. The justices under-
stood that individual blacks could rarely litigate without the NAACP’s assis-
tance and that Congress was not about to authorize the Justice Department
to bring desegregation suits. Thus, without an active NAACP to bring
enforcement actions, Brown would have been doomed to irrelevance. Yet
the white South’s ferocious legal assault upon the association—described in
greater detail in chapter 7—raised “the whole question of the future opera-
tion of the NAACP in the Southern states.”105

In 1958 the Court ruled that the First Amendment forbade Alabama
from requiring disclosure of NAACP membership lists in an action that chal-
lenged the association’s failure to register under the state’s foreign-corpora-
tion law. In 1960, the Court extended that ruling to cover efforts by Arkansas
cities to obtain association membership lists through local tax ordinances.
That year, the Court also invalidated under the First Amendment an
Arkansas law that required public school teachers to disclose their organiza-
tional affiliations; the law was an indirect assault on black teachers who
belonged to the NAACP. In 1963, the Court protected the association’s mem-
bership lists from discovery by the Florida Legislative Investigation Commit-
tee, which was pursuing allegations of communist infiltration of NAACP
branches. That year, the justices also intervened against Virginia’s prosecu-
tion of the NAACP for violating a law that banned organizations from solicit-
ing litigation for their own lawyers. None of the stricken laws was unique, as
most southern states had adopted a variety of anti-NAACP measures after
Brown.106

In 1963, an Arkansas jurist disparagingly referred to the Court as the
“guardian for the NAACP.” Yet the justices were ambivalent in that role.
The NAACP cases got progressively harder for them, and they began to
divide over how far to stretch the Constitution to protect the association
from the harassment of southern states. None of the victories for the
NAACP was automatic, as all of them required the Court to create new con-
stitutional law.107

The justices probably found the first of these cases, NAACP v. Alabama,
the easiest. Alabama sued to enjoin the NAACP from operating in the state
because of its failure to register under the state’s foreign-corporation law.
During these proceedings, the NAACP was ordered to disclose its member-
ship lists and then was ruled in contempt for failing to comply and fined
$100,000. Under Alabama law, the NAACP could not obtain a hearing on its
right to operate in the state until it purged itself of the contempt. The
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Alabama Supreme Court affirmed the contempt judgment on a procedural
default, and the NAACP appealed to the Supreme Court.

The justices saw the case as “part of the whole Segregation controversy”
and “a rather transparent attempt to destroy the NAACP in Alabama.” As
Douglas’s law clerk, William Cohen, pointed out, only “judicial blindness”
could have prevented the Court from seeing that to allow Alabama to obtain
the membership lists would be to destroy the NAACP by exposing its mem-
bers to economic and physical reprisals. With other southern states pursuing
similar tactics, the NAACP’s very existence in the South hung in the bal-
ance, and with it the fate of the Court’s school desegregation decisions. The
Alabama court’s effort to block Supreme Court review by invoking a proce-
dural default—that the NAACP had sought the wrong writ for its appeal—
was a transparent bait-and-switch, as state jurists had changed their minds
during the proceedings as to which writ was appropriate. On the merits, the
difficulty in reversing Alabama’s judgment was that the Supreme Court had
never before recognized a First Amendment right of organizations to keep
their membership lists confidential. Only two years earlier, Thurgood Mar-
shall had doubted whether the association could win these battles, as “it is
pretty hard to say that filing of a membership list is in itself a violation of the
Constitution.” The only directly relevant precedent in the Supreme Court
had rejected a constitutional challenge to New York’s law from the 1920s that
required the Ku Klux Klan to file its membership lists.

But the justices thought better of the NAACP than they did of the Klan,
and judicial conceptions of the scope of the First Amendment had expanded
since the 1920s. In 1958, the justices showed little hesitation at interpreting
the constitutional guarantee of freedom of association to protect the confi-
dentiality of group membership lists, though Clark briefly considered dis-
senting on the ground that the Alabama court was entitled to first crack at
applying this newly identified First Amendment right. Balancing freedom of
association against the state’s interest in disclosure, the justices found no
compelling need for the state to have access to NAACP membership lists in
order to determine if the organization was “doing business” in Alabama.
Because of the extraordinary recalcitrance of Alabama jurists, six years passed
and three more trips to the Supreme Court were necessary before the
NAACP was able to resume operations in the state. In the 1961 iteration of
this case, the justices ordered the federal district court to give the NAACP a
hearing on its right to operate in Alabama if the state court had not already
done so within ten weeks. The justices repeatedly declined to impose similar
deadlines in school desegregation cases.108

Bates v. Little Rock (1960) extended NAACP v. Alabama to cover city
ordinances that required organizations seeking exemptions from a corporate-
franchise tax to produce lists of dues payers. Bates was harder for the justices,
because of the importance of the taxing power and because federal law
uncontroversially required corporations that claimed tax-exempt status to list
their sources of income and required lobbying organizations to list their
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members. Though a majority of the justices at conference found a clear First
Amendment violation, others expressed doubts. Frankfurter thought that
NAACP v. Alabama was not dispositive, as the “power of taxation is [the] ulti-
mate power of gov[ernment].” Clark agreed that Bates “should be reasoned
out.” Harlan expressed the strongest reservations: “This is [a] rule for
Negroes. If it were a white group, then there would be no constitutional
right.” As the Court gradually expanded constitutional protections that ben-
efited the NAACP, other justices came to share Harlan’s reservations. In
Bates, though, the more dubious justices suppressed their doubts, and the
decision was unanimous.109

Unanimity evaporated in the other 1960 case, Shelton v. Tucker.
Arkansas and other southern states required public school teachers to dis-
close their recent organizational affiliations. National security rulings by the
Court in the 1950s had acknowledged strong government interests in obtain-
ing such information from public employees. The issue in Shelton was
whether the Court would question the motive of southern states in seeking
information to which recent precedents seemed to entitle them. The justices
were deeply divided. The liberals thought that NAACP v. Alabama’s princi-
ple of associational privacy controlled the case and that Arkansas should not
be permitted to circumvent it. The conservatives distinguished that case on
the ground that governments had a more important interest in ascertaining
the affiliations of public school teachers than in discerning the identity of
NAACP branch members. Because the differences between the liberal and
the conservative justices in Shelton mirrored those that existed in the
national security cases, one cannot necessarily conclude that the justices had
differential commitments to protecting the NAACP or to implementing
Brown. Stewart, the swing vote, found the case “difficult.” In contrast with
NAACP v. Alabama, here he could see “a connection between [an] efficient
school system and disclosure of information about the teachers.” Stewart per-
ceived no discrimination in the law’s application because white and black
teachers had to disclose the same information. Moreover, he was unwilling
to “get into the climate of Arkansas or [the] motives of [the] legislature.”
Therein lay the rub. Unless the Court was willing to inquire into and possi-
bly condemn the motives of Arkansas legislators, precedents plainly author-
ized the legislature to investigate the affiliations of public employees. Over-
coming his doubts, Stewart provided the fifth vote to invalidate the law, and
he then wrote the majority opinion, which distinguished between affiliations
into which the state could legitimately inquire and those into which it could
not. Harlan’s dissent sensibly wondered how the state could tell the differ-
ence between the two before conducting its inquiry.110

The next year, the Court confronted two more NAACP cases, and a con-
servative majority was now prepared to abandon ship. The Virginia Supreme
Court had construed a 1956 statute to bar agents of an organization that
fomented litigation in which it lacked a pecuniary interest from urging par-
ties to use the organization’s lawyers. As a practical matter, this interpretation
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permitted NAACP members to encourage blacks to file desegregation suits
but not to encourage them to use association lawyers. The justices faced a
dilemma that was larger than this case. Standard NAACP practices violated
several ethical rules governing lawyers’ behavior. The NAACP encouraged
people to bring lawsuits; it financially supported litigation; its agents urged
parties to use association lawyers; and those lawyers frequently controlled lit-
igation with little if any involvement from the parties. Southern states did not
need to invent new rules to govern the ethical obligations of lawyers in order
to harass the NAACP; the association violated the traditional rules. Yet with-
out the NAACP and its methods, school desegregation litigation would have
been nearly impossible. Black parents rarely thought to bring suit without
the NAACP’s advice and encouragement; few blacks had the money or the
incentive to file desegregation suits on their own; and prospective litigants
would have had difficulty locating NAACP lawyers unless someone directed
them there.111

The justices had to choose between traditional legal principles that
plainly authorized Virginia’s action against the NAACP and their realiza-
tion that the state was trying to impede the association’s pursuit of school
desegregation. They divided along the usual political lines. Justice Black,
supporting the NAACP, thought that this law “was one of a group designed
to thwart our segregation decision.” The “NAACP is finished if this law
stands.” The state should not be permitted to “handicap and hobble those
who are trying to enforce constitutional rights,” and the association’s sup-
port “is necessary if these Negro rights are to be enforced.” Frankfurter took
strong exception: “This court should not be [the] guardians of Negroes.” As
“colored people are now people of substance,” and nothing in the record
revealed that “this law is discriminatory” or “aimed at Negroes as such,” the
Court must sustain it. Clark agreed, noting that the Virginia law paralleled
traditional restrictions on lawyers and concluding that in order to invalidate
it “we would have to discriminate in favor of Negroes.” Justice Charles
Whittaker also thought that the law would be obviously permissible if
applied to a white supremacy group, and he insisted, “[W]e should be color
blind on this law.”112 In the November 1961 conference, the justices voted
5–4 to sustain Virginia’s statute. Apparently, a majority of justices had
reached the limit of their willingness to subordinate traditional legal princi-
ples to the imperative of protecting the NAACP from the harassment of
southern states.113

Fortuity then intervened. Before the decision could be released in the
spring of 1962, Whittaker abruptly retired and Frankfurter had to resign after
a stroke. The change in the Court’s composition then reversed the outcome.
After reargument, the new appointees, Byron White and Arthur Goldberg,
sided with the NAACP.114 Most of the other justices adhered to their original
positions. Black called the law “nothing but [a] legal contraption to put [the]
NAACP out of business.” By contrast, Harlan thought the law “plainly consti-
tutional,” as there was “no reason why [the] NAACP is immune from regular
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rules of champerty.”115 He also observed, “Brown v. Board of Education will
never work out if it is left in the federal domain. The states must do it.” Bren-
nan’s majority opinion in NAACP v. Button (1963) created a new First
Amendment right of association for litigation purposes and noted that groups
that litigated on behalf of white supremacy would be equally protected. Har-
lan’s dissent accused the majority of applying different constitutional stan-
dards to racial problems, which he thought a terrible “setback . . . [to] the
great principles established by Brown v. Board of Education.”116

The Court’s last important NAACP case, Gibson v. Florida Legislative
Investigation Committee (1963), involved efforts by a committee of the
Florida legislature to obtain association membership lists in order to deter-
mine whether communists had infiltrated the Miami branch. To the
NAACP, this was simply another ruse for publicizing its membership and
thus exposing individuals to reprisal. At stake was “the survival of the civil
rights movement in Florida and the entire southeast.” The president of the
Miami branch, Theodore Gibson, defied legislative subpoenas to produce
the membership lists, and he was jailed and fined. The Florida Supreme
Court upheld the legislature’s committee, and the NAACP appealed.117

In the autumn of 1961, the justices voted to sustain the committee, nar-
rowly dividing along the same lines as they had initially in Button. The liber-
als urged realism. As Warren put it, “[I]f this stands NAACP v. Alabama is
thwarted, for all legislatures will let loose on it.” The conservatives argued
that recent national security decisions that sustained legislative access to the
membership lists of allegedly subversive groups were indistinguishable. Har-
lan thought that Gibson was different from NAACP v. Alabama because
“states must have the power to ferret out communists.” Less persuasively, he
noted that “this is not harassment as in NAACP v. Alabama” and that there is
“no invidious discrimination against [the] NAACP.” The association was set
to lose by 5–4. But, as in Button, the change in the Court’s composition in
1962 reversed the outcome. After the case was reargued before the reconsti-
tuted Court, the liberals again insisted that Florida was attempting to cir-
cumvent NAACP v. Alabama, while the conservatives invoked precedents
that established a legislature’s right of access to membership lists when inves-
tigating alleged communists. The differences between the liberal and the
conservative justices were not simply about race; they had divided along sim-
ilar lines in subversion cases. As was true of Americans generally, conserva-
tive justices were more convinced than liberal ones of the seriousness of the
communist threat. The newly appointed Goldberg provided the fifth vote for
the NAACP, and he wrote the majority opinion in Gibson. Goldberg insisted
that the legislative committee show some basis for suspecting communist
infiltration of the NAACP before it could secure access to the membership
lists, and he distinguished subversion precedents on the ground of the
NAACP’s conceded legitimacy. Harlan dissented, accusing the majority of
requiring “an investigating agency to prove in advance the very things it is
trying to find out.”118
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The Court’s creativity in defending the NAACP from southern legal
assault was duplicated in other areas. In 1960, the justices confronted a novel
suffrage question. In 1957, the Alabama legislature, responding to the con-
cerns of whites in Tuskegee about growing black voter registration, had
redrawn the city’s boundaries to fence out virtually all blacks while leaving
whites unaffected. Given the racial residential patterns, the gerrymander had
required some artistic imagination to succeed, and Tuskegee’s new boundary
had twenty-eight sides. The legislature had not hidden its racial purpose. But
under existing constitutional law, the Court’s authority to intervene was
doubtful. In its entire history, the Court had never invalidated legislative dis-
tricting. Just over a decade earlier, the justices had reaffirmed their unwill-
ingness to resolve such “political questions.” Moreover, in 1960, the weight of
authority still rejected judicial inquiries into legislative motive. Accordingly,
lower federal court judges, including some whose support for Brown was
unquestioned, had dismissed the NAACP’s challenge to the redistricting of
Tuskegee. Gomillion v. Lightfoot (1960) thus presented the justices with a
stark conflict between law and politics. The racial gerrymander was
grotesque and abhorrent, but legal authority for invalidating it was weak.119

Undeterred, the justices struck down the gerrymander, manifesting a
constitutional creativity that was absent from their post-Brown school deseg-
regation jurisprudence. Gomillion ruled for the first time that a challenge to
political districting was justiciable, and it found a violation of the Fifteenth
Amendment right to vote without racial restriction, even though Tuskegee’s
former black residents were enfranchised in their new home, which was
Macon County. Perhaps the greater creativity shown by the justices in
Gomillion reflects the fact that black voting rights were much less controver-
sial than school desegregation in 1960. An Alabama newspaper had warned
that the state was “blundering dangerously” by confusing the right to vote
with desegregation: Many Americans sympathized with school segregation,
but few of them supported black disfranchisement.120

Notwithstanding the Court’s aggressive defense of the NAACP and its
willingness to creatively protect the suffrage rights of Tuskegee blacks, the
justices would not reenter the school desegregation fray to express their
impatience with the concept of “all deliberate speed” until 1963. By then,
many lower court judges, responding to the explosion in direct-action
protest that began in 1960, had already begun to reject gradualist methods
that produced only token integration. National politicians were voicing dis-
satisfaction with glacial desegregation, and Congress was debating propos-
als to force quicker change in school districts that received federal funds.
Late in 1962, Deputy Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach criticized the
“wide gulf” that lay between the Court’s pronouncements and the social
reality of continuing school segregation. In a special civil rights message to
Congress in February 1963, President John F. Kennedy declared Brown
“both legally and morally right” and criticized the pace of desegregation as
“too slow, often painfully so.” Reflecting this changed political and social
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climate, in the spring of 1963, the justices hinted at a new desegregation pol-
icy. In Watson v. Memphis, the Court rebuked a federal judge for applying
“all deliberate speed” to the desegregation of public parks, and it warned
that desegregation plans that “eight years ago might have been deemed suf-
ficient” were no longer so. This was the justices’ first commentary on the
pace of desegregation since Brown II, and it came in the same month that
Birmingham street demonstrations made civil rights the nation’s top politi-
cal priority. One week later, the decision in Goss v. Board of Education
invalidated the same minority-to-majority transfer scheme that the justices
had declined to review in 1959. Goss ruled that a one-way transfer option
was a racial classification perpetuating segregation, and it observed that the
context for construing “all deliberate speed” had been “significantly
altered” since Brown II. The next year, the Court declared that “[t]he time
for mere ‘deliberate speed’ has run out”; “[t]here has been entirely too
much deliberation and not enough speed.” The justices had previously
voiced no objections to glacial desegregation, but the civil rights movement
had apparently impelled a change of heart.121

The Court now intervened in the school desegregation process much
more aggressively than would previously have been imaginable. In 1959,
most of the justices apparently did not object to minority-to-majority transfer
schemes, but in 1963 they did. Traditional constitutional doctrine required
litigants to exhaust their state administrative remedies before suing in federal
court, but in McNeese v. Board of Education (1963), the Court waived that
requirement. In Griffin v. County School Board (1964), the justices strongly
hinted that on the remand in the Prince Edward County case the district
judge should order public schools reopened. In the mid-1950s, by contrast,
there had been much doubt as to whether courts had the authority to forbid
state officials from closing—for segregationist reasons—public facilities that
the Constitution did not require the state to operate in the first place. For
example, Reed had stated during Brown II deliberations that the Court
“can’t require public school systems.” The principal rationale in Griffin—
that the Equal Protection Clause barred one county from closing its public
schools if other counties continued to operate them—was novel and unper-
suasive. The justices failed to explain why intrastate disparities in public ser-
vices violated the federal Constitution. They did no better at explaining why
public tuition grants to attend private schools—grants that were equally
available to blacks and to whites—violated the Equal Protection Clause sim-
ply because blacks were unwilling or unable to take advantage of them. In
1968, the justices unanimously invalidated a freedom-of-choice plan that
they would probably have been delighted to sustain in the mid-1950s. Several
years earlier, even the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, which was reliably
more liberal on race issues than was the Court, had thought freedom of
choice obviously constitutional. In Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board
of Education (1971), the justices sustained busing to achieve desegregation,
and they approved a sweeping plan that effectively undid the effects of hous-
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ing segregation. It is safe to say that in 1954 no justice had ever dreamed of
such a thing.122

These decisions, though dramatic departures from 1950s constitutional
doctrine, were consistent with the political climate that had developed by
the time they were rendered (the 1971 decision in Swann may be an excep-
tion). The Justice Department urged the Court to invalidate minority-to-
majority transfers in Goss. By 1964, Prince Edward County had become a
national and international embarrassment, as 1,700 black youngsters went
largely uneducated over several years. The Johnson administration urged the
justices to reopen the county’s public schools, and Attorney General Robert
Kennedy called the situation “unnatural and unsatisfactory.” The Court’s
invalidation of freedom of choice in Green v. County School Board (1968) on
the ground that it produced insufficient integration tracked executive-
branch guidelines that imposed a similar results-based test for determining
whether school districts should forfeit their federal education funds.123

Although the success of the civil rights movement probably explains
much of the justices’ more aggressive posture on desegregation in the 1960s,
they may also have simply become fed up with the intransigence and disin-
genuousness of southern whites. One cannot know for sure, but massive
resistance may have come back to haunt white southerners. Moderate critics
had predicted that massive resistance would eventually produce massive
integration, and they may have been right. The justices eventually grew tired
of the endless evasion and bad faith, and they adjusted constitutional and
other doctrines in response. In an unprecedented 1961 ruling, NAACP v.
Gallion, the justices, exasperated at the bad faith of Alabama jurists, ordered
them to quickly hold a hearing on the NAACP’s right to operate in the state
or else forfeit jurisdiction to the federal district court. For similar reasons,
McNeese abandoned the traditional requirement that federal litigants
exhaust their state administrative remedies. In Griffin, the Court invalidated
school closures partly because of the illicit motivation behind them: defi-
ance of a federal court desegregation order. Traditional constitutional doc-
trine disfavored judicial inquiries into legislative motives, but years of mas-
sive resistance had changed the justices’ minds. By 1964, they were so
irritated by delays in Prince Edward County, where desegregation litigation
had commenced in 1951, that they refused to afford state courts the usual
opportunity to resolve state constitutional questions before the federal courts
ruled on federal issues—the opposite of what they had done in an important
NAACP case from Virginia in 1959. They also approved the district court’s
order to the county to levy taxes for the operation of public schools—a virtu-
ally unprecedented decision, about which several justices had doubts. Who
knows whether they would have overcome those doubts, had it not been for
the county’s extraordinary defiance of Brown, which had lasted for an entire
decade? Similarly, because the justices no longer trusted white southerners
to do what they were told or to be honest about what they were doing, begin-
ning in 1968 the Court evaluated desegregation plans based on actual
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results—how many blacks attended mixed schools. Contrast this with 1954,
when many justices apparently believed that compliance with Brown need
not require a great deal of integration. Burton, for example, had stated that
“nonsegregation . . . may here and there result in some presence of more
than one race.” In Green, however, the justices explained that freedom of
choice had to be evaluated against the backdrop of thirteen years of resis-
tance and evasion.124

In 1954, the Court played a vanguard role in school desegregation. Half of
the nation supported Brown from the day it was decided, but it was the jus-
tices who had put the issue on the map. Many of them had to overcome seri-
ous legal doubts to invalidate segregation, but fundamental changes in the
extralegal context of race relations had rendered a contrary result too
unpalatable to most of them. Brown II then authorized a relaxed transition.
Gradualism appealed to the justices because it enabled them to maintain
their unanimity, avoid issuing unenforceable orders, assuage their con-
sciences, and appeal to southern moderates. White northerners generally
endorsed gradualism, while many white southerners interpreted the Court’s
willingness to be accommodating as a sign of weakness. Southern politics
moved far to the right as the region made a concerted effort at massive resis-
tance. Given the intensity of white opposition to desegregation in the South
and the president’s indifference, the justices doubted that further interven-
tion on their part to accelerate the process would prove constructive, and
they feared that it might undermine southern moderates. Aside from their
condemnation of outright defiance in the Little Rock case, the justices with-
drew almost entirely from the school desegregation arena for nearly a
decade. When they reentered in 1963–1964, they were following, not leading,
national opinion. The civil rights movement had overtaken the school deseg-
regation process, and the political branches of the national government were
now playing the vanguard role. The contribution of Brown to these develop-
ments is the main topic of the next chapter.
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